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"FIRING AND DESOLATION
IN WAKE OF EARTHQUAKE
ARLY REPORTS OF THE
AGE DONE AND THE




ne-Sixteenth of the Town Was
oyed, Though Heavy Losses
re Which Followed the Shocks
Sustained,
OREIGNER LOSES LIFE
on, Jan. t&—The contradic-
d scant character of the news
thus far has reached London
apamica renders it difficult to
e the extent of the calamity
by the earthquake and subse-
conflagration. Messages re-
by various steamship and cable
lies, however, indicate that
he early reports of the de-
in of Kingston and great lost
were exaggerated the disaster
ill of a grave character.
estimated that the dead litn11-
!wren shirty and fifty and the
l 30o.
and desolation are said to
for miles outside the city of
ion. The shocks were felt from
0 sixty mile' away. and one di.-
(torn the temporary cable sta-
IV Bull Bay says that not a
Q house between there anti King.
Wife
1 estimate of the loss of I fe from
ial sources has as yet come
igh. but the camp hospital ap-
I to bare been in the center of
isitation, as no less than forty
soldier were killed there.
e were iallated fatalities ailing
European' at Kingston. hu: ap-
tilly the aggregate of the white
ms is lineal!. The distance he-
n the build:ngs known to have
destroyed •s taken to indicate
:he total loss of property will be
141 PREDICTED BY PROPHET
AS END-OF-WORLD
OMEN.
'wiling to.,thc latest dispatches,
• earth shocks continue to be felt
•igston. •
West India Committee of the
-aity and the private concerns
s interests in Jamaica are talk -
1 the steps possible to alleviate
..tre‘s in Kingston itself.
on. Jan t6.—The United Fruit
- in this city received a cable-
rom Jamaica today dated i lol-
Bay. January is. stating that
I hundred persons were killed
ngston The message follows:
fercantile section of Kingston. in-
• our office, completely de-
d by earthquake and fire. Sev•
hundred killed. .
yrtle Bank and Constant ne
if+ Hotel practically destroyed."
e steamer Dewey will said from
City for Jamaica today viith a
Otani:inns cargo of freight.
E ENCOURAGING REPORTS
oucti Dastplatess Is Widettpread.
LtisdliP tiit-lotiNot So Heavy.
w York:11111776:—Few additional
e)/#4ki Ott tb Ik c. At Kingston,





Ala41.1samaica. located fortynthICidgtoii. brotight reports
was TiOt so great as
n at r.ita tafl. . AtiOnt one-
h paotaLthe.town wac ruined
earthluake shocks, and the
iii;itskpreced at thirty. whle
rsnqs sire reoorted injured.
fire \which hair started after the
is said to have been brought
control late on Monday night.
ssnic in Kingston was apparently
d. as it was stated that the
rescuing and caring for the
d lesas under way. Many per-
however. fled from the city and
efuge in the surrounding eoun-
•g a recurrence of the
C
I dispatch received in the
in London todiy con-
a that the destruction
quake and fire was
as first renorta in-
teE sTate4 Mar
er of killed and
en definitely as-
patently not very
At number of casu-
the camp hospital,
York, Pa., Jan. 16.—The King-
.stpn earthquake is a startling ful-
fillment of a prophecy made last
December by Lee Spangler, of
this c ty, the man who predicted
the eruption of Mont Pelee, the
assassination of President Mc-
Kinley the Spanish-American war
and the defeat of Russia by
Japan. M. Spangler announced
shortly before Christmas that
there would be a disastrous earth-
quake soon after the beginning of
the year. Slight earthquake
shocks have been left :n
various parts of the world
since early in January. Mr.
Spangler predicts that t.L.e prelim-
inary earthquakes will serve as
naming, of the end rf the world,
which he says will conic, to pass
at the close of igo8.
where thirty colored soldiers were
killed.
Many structures went down in the
lower section as a result of the first
shock, and fire started along the
wharves. The excitement and con-
fusion of the debris, which closed
many streets, hampered the firemen
and i: Was some time before they
could get to work to tight the flames
People rushed wildly about follow-
ing the first earth tremor, which'
lasted several minutes. and succeed•
in shocks, which came quickly but
which were of lesser force, added to
their terror. The crash of toppling
houses added to the general fright,t,
and it was some time before the peo:
pie recovered and set to work 14
rescue the unfortunates who had lactic
caught in collapsed bus ldings.
The general hospital was not ser-
iously damaged by the earthquake,'
and and to that place the injured were
taken as fast as they were recovered.
Sir James Swettenham, Governor
of Jamaica, was prompt in taking
measures to stop panic and disorder.
He was ably assisted by Sir Mired
Jones. a visitor
The fire was under control late
Iliontlay night. It IA at still burning
in places along the vharves, but dan-
ger of its spread ng was believed to
be over.
The Styrtle Bank Hotel is a ruin,
a. is the British military station and
the camp hospital.
Sir James Ferguson is the only




MAKING IT OUT YES- s,
TERDAY.
1 The street electr..: lighti down inthe business and tram res:dence por•thin of the city were not turned oftuntil nearly 7 o'clock last eveningon account of the liner-act for theprivate electric lia!it cam;sany havingI.) cut some wires of the cu:y electric
company in making a general re-a:-
rangement of some of the wires The
private corporation': men :at the c'ty
wires at Sixth and It:Ur:son. and also
a: Fourth and JeFersoi, 4 beirg
necessary in order so act the orivatc
w res property srranaci. On 4om-
cleting this the traction men repaired
the breaks in the sity wir:s. am. th's
was what prevented tit.: crest iiahts
from burning for in h'snr or two
after dark .
CHURCH BREVITIES.





The Salvation Army has moved into
its new quarters at tat) Broadway,
and large crowds are nightly attend-
ing the worship.
The Willing Workers society of
the Evangelical church meets this af-
ternoon with Mrs. Chris Kolb of agoo
Broad street.
The decorators and artists are mak-
ing litany improvements inside the
Kentdcky avenue Presbyterian church
and will finish next week, patiaibly.
The vestry of Grace church has
given permission for a baptistry to
be erected in a space North of the
chancel adjoining the entrance to the
patish house, it being a memorial of
the Gould family of this city.
WIRES WERE CUT.
The Street Lights WereiNot Turned
on Until Late.
There are Thirty-Four Students En-,
titled to Receive Mention of
Honorary Nature.
Proicssor E. G. Payne. of the high
school department, has finished the
list showing what pupils are entitled
to "honorary mention" for their de-
p6rtment and work during the past
scholastic month. The rolll shows
the following are entitled to the hon-
ors:
Scholarship and Deportment—An-
nabel Acker. Marjorie Flegle, Kath-
ken Garow. Pauline Hank, Bessie
Lane, Mildred Piper. Eunice Robert-
son, Ellen Rutter, Eureka Rudolph,
Marguerite Schwab, Kate Steinhauer,
Eesie .9mith, Marion Williamson, Chy
Leigh.
.Scholarship—Jessie Gourieux, El-
eanor Hoch, Clara Smith. Clara
Thompson. Helen Thompson, Minnie
Thixton, .Rozella Young, George Kat-
terjohn, Ben Nichols.
Deportment—Jessie Acker. May
hoods, Mary Cave, Virginia Holland,
India Lang, Grace McGlathery, Sai-
dee Smith, Grace Sohule, Vera
Sn14, Nina Savage, Mariana Young.
—The county supervisors, have
raised all property they have gone
over so far an average of ten per
cent, and think they will continue this
ertil their work is finite.
The qualities that excite the large.
one to envy. farceny charges against them were
cow WAS GIVEN
KNOCKOUT BLOW
NO. 4 FIRE TRUCK HIT COUN-
TRY BOVINE AMIDSHIPS
YESTERDAY.
Narrow Escape of Truckrnen at
Eighth and Ohio While Ans-
wering Fire Alarm.
The truck wagon from the Tenth
2nd Jkinea street fire department came
near being wrecked at Eighth and
Ohio streets by colliding with a eow
at to o'clock yesterday rnorui,n.
while the department was responding
to the alarm caused by a small fire
at W. T. Miller's piano atore.
looadway. Fortunately, though, the
wheels were swerved around the pros-
tate bovine and serious mishap
averted.
Dairyman Dick Bell of the Eden's
Hill section of the county was driv-
ing two cows to town, when he passed
Eighth ands Jones just as the truck
was racing that way at headlong
speed. bound for the Miller fire. The
bewildered cow* became panic strick-
en and stopped right in the thorough-
fare. [Myer Harry Rudolph swerved
the truck horses to one side and miss-
ed the first cow, but the aeccind was
knocked winding, while the truck
horses, on crashing into the bovine.
vire thrown to their knees. hut
twickly arose and proceeded, plunging
fstvvard. By a turn the driver missed
the fallen cow and proceeded on. Sey-
eral firemen were aboard the truck
and placed in imminent danger for a
moment.
. The stove at the piano store had
ignited the wall, but the fire cvaa
.quiclely put out at small loss.
7
MORE LAWYERS IN JAIL
THAN POLICE, SAYS JUDGE.
Jurist Defends Officers and Attorney
Declares They Have Been Lucky.
soul to emulation arouse the s
Chicago. Jan. t6.—Charles Murphy.
John O'Keefe and Frank Bencrio
were arranged before Municipal Judge
Newcomer at the Harrison striet yes-
terday afternoon charged with picking
pockets. Attorney Charles Erbstein
attacked the police department and its
methods of identificat on. "I will not
allow you to assault the police depart-
ment. Mr. Drbstein," said Judge New-
comer. "I have found them a very
honorable ctass of men. There are
More lawyers sent to the penitentiary
than policemen, you know." "Yes, J
realize that, Your Honor," replied
Erbstein, "but it is only because they
liave not been able to catch the po-
licemen."
,. The men were fined $icto and costs
'each for disorderly conduct, while the
•
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knucks. He was locked up by Offi-
cers Johnson and Cross on the charge
of being drunk, but refused to tell
the police who struck him. It is
wonderful that his jawbone was not
broken, as the flesh and skin is torn
back ior quite a distance.
Move Fence Off Alleys.CHIEF COLLINS GETS WORD The police will today serve legalABOUT JOHN MANNING'S notice on Mrs. Franklin of itao JonesABSENCE. •sheet to move her private fence which
srojects out out() the public alley
running in rear 'of the residence.
Cohen Robinson will also be served
with „a'.sitnilar notice directing the
reitieriat of his private fence off the
public alley in rear of his property
at 1124 Jones street. If these fences
are not out of the way in thirty days
warrants are taken out charging the




JAMES KIRKSFLY HAD MIS
FACE CAVED IN WITH
BRASS 'MUCKS.
Police Serve Notices Upon Property
Owners to Move Fences
Off Poblic Alleys.
Chief of Police Collins has received
a card from Chief Richard Sylvester
of tie Washington, D. C., police force
askrtig that a lookout be kept for
John J. Manning, an 18-year-old buy.
for wwhom a reward of Sloe is offer-
ed by his father, Ho*. Henry Man-
ning.
The lad disappeared from home
four years ago and the wealthy par-
tilts have been constantly searching
for him ever since, but no certain
trace of the boy 'could be procured.
They have been following a boy an-
swering the son's description, and he
Is thought to be headed this way, so
the Paducah officers are on the -look-
out for him.
A picture of the missing boy is on
!he descriptive card received, and
shows a fine looking and handsome





beige Cross in the police court
yestirday morning fined Tim Vickers
and Matt Griggs $50 each for cursing
Jtid abusing the family of Jim Dill.
In the afternoon the judge set aside
the assessment and granted a new
trial to the accused.
Who Hit Kirks*?
J eskrik,e)... (.1 the county, was
pick sip, in. a very drunken con-
dition yesterday afternoon at the city
scales on South Second street. with
Bic left side of his face caved in as
if struck a terrific blow with brass
Darted in and Out.
Annie Copeland, the dissolute wo-
man, given hours Tuesday by Judge
Cross in which to get out of the
city, slipped back into town yester-
t!ay hut remained only a short while,
darting quickly back across the river.
She slipped in to wind up some busi-
ness, but artfully dodged the patrol-
n:en who have been ordered to arrest
I er if the). spy the woman.
Dentist Warranted.
Dr. Mac Hill, the Second and
Bioadway dentist, yesterday got out
a warrant against Dr. C. H. Harring-
ton, charging the latter with convert-
Mg to his private use about $60 worth
of dental material and tools Dr. Hill
loaned the other, who was formerly
assistant to Dr. Hill, but is now prac-
tising dentistry at Herning, Tenn.,
%here he went from here.
City Dump Warrant.
Ghent & Elliott. who have charge
of the city float from which garbage
is dumped into the Ohio river, were
warranted yesterday before Judge
Cross by George Robertson. the
Third and Harrison street ice dealer.
who charges them with maintaining
a nuisance by dumping into the back-
water at Third and Clay street car-
tage that will be high and dry on
the bank when the Ohio river goes
dcwn. Ghent at Elliott operate the
dump under conlract with the city.
When the river is in its lunar stage
the dump is moored at the hank near
the I. C incline, many. bloacka from
Third and Clay, but now that the
ruing stream overfloods the bank
and comes up in tbe form of back-
water to the rear of the city hospital,
the dump has been brought up there
ti be moored and operated
NEW LAWS TO BE FRAMED
IN STREET SIGN MATTER
rw/F5e •
BY OVERSIGHT THE GENERAL'COUNCIL LAST FALL IN
• LEAVING THE MATTER TO THE BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS DID NOT REPEAL THE Igoe ORDINANCE WHICH
PERMITS SIGNS OF THE NA TURE OF WEILLE, LANG AND
LEAKE, WHO CAN KEEP T HEIRS UP UNTIL THE MEAS-
URE GOVERNING THEM IS REPEALED BY THE NEW BILL
THE SOLICITOR LS PREPAR ING TO FRAME,
Arrangements. Ate now being made
by ithr city solicitor to lay before
the%general council for adoption an!
ordinance that will completely rid thel
public thoroughfares of every sign
except the electrical miss which will
be permitted in this new bill, that is
fc it'd. accessary by Judge • David
Cr s' decision yesterday in the police
corm on the Street sign proposition.
The solicitor finds the ordinances
have not been properly worded to sid
the streets of the signs. but the com-
ments of the judge in rendsring his
orinion indica ! that tit- remedy ;'es
it, the new mode to be procesded un-
der.
The judge yesterday decided that
Wale. Lang Brothers and Charles
Leake's - signs could remain under
prevalent ordinances. which :lie signs
conform to, but that of J. A. Ko-
netzka will have to come down. Ihe
The Cohen case comes up for.- g de-
cieion today.
In :goo the general council. posed
an ordinance providing that 'circular ;
and other specified signs could over-
hang the sidewalk on Broadwasr be-
tvseen First and Seventh stree"a, pro- '
vided they were a certa;n number of
feet above the pavemeis and arranged
in a designated manner. Thousands
of signs have flourished since then.
tiot being cognizant of this ono
ordinance, the general coined last
fall adopted a bill, putting in cern-
piete charge of the board of public
wcrks the question of saying what
signs could stay up and •vlecli ones
come down. The board o;..- works
otdered all down over the city except
'those illumiued with electricity, these
dismissed. latter helping to light the street,.'s\ 
Weille, Lang, Leake and Konetzka
refused to take down their sotto; and
warrants were gotten aut foe them.
When the cases came tp beim:: the
judge several days ago, the city so-
licitor discovered that -the ordtnance
of last fall leaving it to the board of
works did not repeal the Ionia .0H:-
nance permitting certain kinds of
signs. This developing, the. judge de-
c:iled yestesdaw- that Weille. Lang
and Leake's signs could remain up
under this ordinance, they complying
with the provisions, but that Konetz-
ka's was lower than the law stipu-
lated, hence will have to come down.
As the judge's comments show he
does not think the general council
can cofer on the hoard of works the
council's power of saying what kind
siT signs shall stay up, the city offic-
ials will now draw up s an ordinance
and have it adopted by the council
stipulating that nothing but electric
signs shall exist, and they be "sub-
ject to approval of the board of pub-
lic works.' This will keep within
the council' the legislative right to
say what character of sighs shall ex-
ist, but still leave issto the board of
works by making the signs subject
to the latter body's approval. This
new ordinance to be prepared will
repeal the two ordinance under which
Lang, Weille anol Leake operate, and
then these signs will have to come
down like all others, while none
others can be erected except the elec-
t-ical ones to be provided for in the
yew bill. in his remarks the judge
intimated that this was the only kind
of law to fully cover the case: repeal
all old ordinances specifically and
then every sign in the /city will have





















John R. Roberti, ods and
notion merchant of Broadway,
yesterday made an assignment nam-
ing Captain Ed. Farley as assignee.
and the latter will this morning exe-
cute his bond in the county coqrt and
take charge of the establishment. The
papers of assignment were lodged
with the county clerk yesterday.
Mr. Roberts has been on Broadway
for the past few yeara. Poor business
is given as the mason of the fa lure.
Assignee Farley will today commence
going over the stock and accounts in
order to get up the schedtdof liabil-
ities and assets. He estimate: the
liabilities will run about %sow but he
cannot tell until he goes over the
books what that will he exactly,
neither what the asseSs w II
amount to
Another Aseignatisif....U:i
There was filed in the county
clerk': office here yesteyilay a docu-
ment showing that W. D. .Melton of
the county had made an assignment
to Edveard Reeser of the rural district,
the assignment papers having been
filed before a deputy clerk residing
in the county on January it. but not
forwarded to the Paducah office until
yesterday. As yet Assignee Reeser
has not file A hi a statements showing
the amounMI 404. and asset- con-
trolled by Melton. ' •
New Poor Farm
Judge Lightfoot bel4ves they, will
be able, to beg n moving into the
new county poor farm by the first of
next month. ay thiags are gradnally
getting into completed from nut there




Land lying on the Ogden Landins
road in the rural district hag been
bought for $tas by. Peter Duncan
from Charles Matlock, and. the deP
lodged for refelieWcstettlay with the
county clerk.
James B. Ray. transferred to L. IP
Nance for Poo land on the Benton
frayel road in the county.
Property in the OTT-ran add;tion
was sold to Robert B. Richard-on to
Percival Kelly for $50.
E. D. Thurman transferred In y.
R. Shoffner for $tso property on Main
rtreet, in the rear orihe cemetery.
Land on the Be :on gravel ;mad
was nought figa . N. Martin ,tiv
James B. Ray for t and other soot-,. .seerationa.
Z. 1
Power of :A.alqiney,
rapers were filed showing that IV,
N. Isfartin had confgorafi power "if at-
torney :o the Cuts- firma! bats's.
OPEN THE BRANCH.
Sergeant Blake Goes to Tomor-
row or Saturday sThia.
Sergeant Blake cif the. local army
recruiting office, will leave tomorrow
or Saturday for Cairo to open up and
get into running order the branch
bureau to be maintaned there. Ser-
geant Bolden of the Northwest has
come sad is now here to look after
the Paducah office, while Sergeant
Blake is at the Egyptian City getting
things in running order. Blake will
be gone about one week or ten days,
and while there the sergeant to be int
charge will arrive and as.stune control
of the branch.
ed with electricity.
It was an oversight on the part of
the general council that they did not
repeal the two ordinance when there
WPS adopted last fall the new law





















BE ALLOWED A CLERK
f rbYt -
SCHOOL TRUSTEES THINK SOMEONE 
SHOULD BE EMPLOY-
ED TO DO THE OFFICE W ORK AND GIVE 
SUPERINTEND-
ENT TIME TO VISIT WEEKLY EVERY SCHOOL 
ROOM IN
THE CITY AND KEEP IN CLOSER TOUCH WI
TH WORK—
SUPERINTENDENT'S CLERK MAY BE CLERK OF 
BOARD—
MIDWINTER EXAMINATIONS COMMENCE NEXT MONDAY
MORNING--LITERARIES TOMORROW.
If the school trustees do not do
it before the present term 
closes in
June it is more than probable that
they will at opening of the schools
next fall allow the superintendent a
clerk to perform . the office work,
and thereby give the professor more
time 'n which to visit the different
school build ngs and come in closer
touch with what is actually going on
in the study rooms.
The schools of Paducah are get-
ting now on an important and flour-
ishing basis on account of the steady
and rapid growth. of the city, which.
has long since disrobed itself of the
country village habiliments. The
superintendent, if he attends to his
school duties, has an immense task
on his hands, and things have now
reached the point where assistance
is needed in his office on account of
the volume of work there. The pres-
ent superintendent has not viaited
many of the rooms in different build-
ings over onee since school opened
last September, and the trustees uant
it arranged so that Mr. Lieb's suc-
cessor will have plenty of time to
visit each room in the city once
every week. and at the same time his
office work not be neglected. The
trustees are now looking around for
a successor to Mr. Lich, the new su-
perintendent to take charge next Sep-
tember, and it is probable that this
clerk will not be employed unt 1 the
new man assumes control.
Some of the trustees favor making
this clerk also the clerk of the school
board, thereby combining the two
office., which would pay a good cal-
ary. say about $6o per month, and let
one person discharge all the duties.
It is not necessary that the board
clerk be a trustee, as any outsider
can be chosen. The board clerk now
gets Saw per year, and the combi-
nation Amid work admirably, as the
duties of one office is closely allied
vi:th the other.
Mid-Winter Examinations.
In preparing for their semi annual
examinations the pupils of the public
schools have tomorrow mooing their
last recitations of the first half of
the scholastic term, because at noon
tomorrow the salmi,. dismiss for the
day so the teachers can have their
monthly literary Sett an in the after-
noon. Then next Monday morning
the examinations start and tiering the
entire week the children 'do not have
any recitations Or study hours The
tests are generally finished about
MUST HANG,
Appellate Court Sustains Verdict in
Cares of Two Fiends.
Frankfort; Ky.. Jan. 16.—The court
of appeals yesterday overruled pcti-
slim% for a rehearing in C3tC, of Guy
I.yon and W. R. Fletcher. convicted
of criminal asaaul: and sentenced to
be hanged. The crime was committed
'n Logan county and state troops
were necessary to protect the
(mere
The a.satilt was
?stars- Gladder. an ignorant German
girl. near Ritecellyille. Besides Lyon
and Fletcher. another was convicted
and sentenced to death, but secured
a new trial.
pris-
STENSLAND ON TifE STAND
Former Barker Comes From J. liet to
Tet:tity in Bankruptcy Case.
Chicago: Jan 16.—After -everal
weeks of delay Patil 0. Stensland.
former president of the defunct Mil-
waukee Avenue State bank. appeared
as a witness in the Steel Ball company
lactikreptcy proceetlings y?•icrtlay
fore Referee Frank L. Wean. Ile was
on the witness stand for nearly three
liners and recited in detail the fina-
cial transaceone of the bank with the
Steel Ball company and its officers.
The witness in many instance; was
unable to give dates and -figures.
Stensland was pale and nervous as
lie sat in the witness chair with a den-
sity sheriff by hia side. He said that
he ne..-er had any financial interest in
the Stzel Ball company and the loans
made to the corporation and its
officers were in the ordnary course
of business. Some of the loans we-e
made to the comoany and others to
the offieers as individuals. When the
company onrchased the building the
rnminit !maid was $15.000. a small part
whi-.711 w,7.c !mid in cash and thc: re-
maiiitl.-rf with notes. • i lc then told of
the various loans made to the corn-
pm- and its officers.
Stensland will be taken back to the
Joliet pen tentiary tomorrow.
We become slat e. Ir.:hits fry
coonting an occasional indulgence as
a demonstration a liberty.
Wednesday afternoon or Thursday
morning, and all students are then
dismissed, not to come back until
Friday afternoon, when they receive
their cards showing whether they are
promoted, remain in the same grade
or get demoted to the next lowest
class. Between the time the buildings
dismiss on Wednesday or Thursday
and Friday afternoon the teachers fin-
ish going over the papers contain-
ing the students' answers, and see
what ones are answered correctly,
and noting those in which incorrect
answers
J. J. HILL SAY ENORMOUS IN-
CREASE IN PRODUCTS IS
BECOMING MENACE.
Trouble Lies in Lack of Transporta-
tion—Railways Overwhelmed—
Congestion Is Serious.
St. Paul, Jan. 16.—Pre4ident James
J. Hill of the Great Northern rail-
road has sent a letter to Gov. John-
son, in which he gives his views on
the various phases of the railroad sit-
uation in the United States, the rea-
sons for the existing conditions amid
a remedy. The letter says in part:
'John /t. Jdhnson, Governor tof
srMinnesota—Dear 
it•: The business
of the United States today is so con-
are made. In this way the gested that front every portion of
educators arrive at what percentage the country arises clamor for relief.
the children make, and advance them The railroads everywhere are 
taxedI
accordingly. There are always about beyond their power. The people 
of
several thousand promotions, as the the United States, therefore, are face
children nearly all advance from one to faze with the grgatest bu-in
ess
grade to the neat highest. or front problem that has ever threatened the
the B deparltment to A department nation. During accent years the 
vol-
of the same class, time of business has ilicreased and 
is
The teachers have all been handed increasing with extraordinary rapid-
a copy of the questions in wh eh its.; while the necessary additio
nal
they will each examine their pupils trackage and terminals have net been
and the outline shows that Monday equal to the demands upon them. The
morning all students are examined in resulting situation is a freight block-
one branch, another in the afternoon. ade of enormous proportions, clic-
and different ones each morning and cially at all terminal points. How
afternoon until the tests close in the to remedy this is a problem. tinan•
middle of the week. 621. mechanical and physical. No time
should be lo-t in Applying such meas-
ure: of remedy a; may be poasible
And the first step touard this la to
reach a proper' anderatanding of act-
ually existing conditi s.
"Within the last ten years the soil-
nme of railroad biasiness in this coun-
try has increased over too per cent.
Meanwhile, the railroad: have en-
deavored to meet it. Equipmunt has
been increased as rapidly tia capital
and labor can do it. There are and
will be cars enough to carry the coun-
try traffic if the cars can be moved.
but engines and cars must have tracks
Monthly Literary,
Prof. WI H. Sugg leads the month-
ly literary session held tommirow
afternoon by the public school teach-
ers at the Wash ngtoti building on
West Broadway While the educa-
tors are on the first floor participat-
ing in their monthly session. the ju-
nior class of the high school will
be upstairs holding theirs. •
111111101 1 •
High School Schedule.
Professor E. G. Payne of the high I
Itt hoof yesterday finished outlining
the subjects in which the pupils will
be examined each morning and after-
noon next week, as follows:
Monday a. m.—French ;b. Latin la.
Silence b&a. Latin lb. History 3b,
History 2b. Mattematics la
'Monday p. m.—History ih. English
3b. Latin 2a. History ta, Mathemat-
ics 4h.
Tuesday a. m.—Mathematics tb,
Mathematics ah, English ma, German
ale Latin ab. Science 2b&a.
Tuesday p. m —Mathematics Is,
English lb. German ab, Latin 3b,
History Ja
Wednesday a rim — Fr en c h ab, Sci-
ence 41), English A.
Wednesday p .m.—Iiistory ab. Eng-
lish aa, Mouth; rh, Science 3b.
OUT ABOUT CEMETERY.
Engineer Thorn and Assistants Get-
tint:, Grades Out That Way.
•
Civ I Engineer Thom of Chicago
and his assistants are now working
out in the neighborhood of Oak
Grove cemetery on West Trimble
street, refining levels and getting the
grade' for sewerage district No. 3.
He has been out in that vicinity of
the city for several day: now, grad-
ually workina his nay in all direc-
t ons getting flush proper lay of the
committed mann earth, preparatory to drawing off the
plans arid specifications for the new
system.





Delancey Kane and Other Noted Col-
onists in the New Administration.
Newport, Jan. i5.—The rurx city
government tinder the new charter
for Newport ha: been estalbished in
the city hall.
Colonel Delancey Kane took office
as Alderman, and William P. Clarke,
the newsbby mayor, was sworn into
office by City Clerk David Stevens.
The new form of government includes
the aldermen, 195 council members.
and the mayor.
Among the prcrminent4members of
the Summer colony who are members
of the.representitive council are Rear
Admiral Stephen B. Luce, U. S. N.:
Arthur B. Emmons. Frederick H.
Paine, Frederick P. Garrettson,
Geprge Gordon King and Louis
Lorillard, besides Aldermen Kane.
PENSION FORMER SENATOR
. BLAIR AT $75 PER MONTH
Washington, D. C., Jan. t6.—After
years of effort. frmr Senatrfr lila r
ew liamoshire today secured the
ge through the House of a bill
granting him a pension of $72 per
month. Senator Blair since retirintr
from Politics has had misfortunes, and
his effort for a pension has been one
of the pathetic incidtnts of Washing-
ton life. There was no opposit.on
and .the bill passed without comment;
occupying half a minute.
COUNTRY IN PE
nd for days or weeks in yards or at
k
ansfer points awaiting their turn. . "The problem and necessity areFROM GROWTH st,ould en rmous.r.q u iAr et 
 2000,000 
Tao tens ttoottl hs eomf ile , isteelt 
tails every year to furnish the isoo
miles of track required. This is near-
ly two-thuds of the product of all
the rolling mills in the United States.
It would call for the labor of 200,000
'nett in grading, besides track layers.
Lri.:lge builders and others. Labor
even for such ordinary extensions and
improvements a: are now being made
is not to be had in sufficient quanti-
ties on any terms. This is the real
rail•oad problem of time Unitei Stit!Ca
and it is one which people have been
singularly slow to perceive and re-
luctant to realize."
HE MAKES FARMING PAY.
Oklahoma Man Clears Ss000 Yearly
on aao Acres of Lagd.
Kansas City, Jan. 16.—Vincent An-
derson lived in a "dugout" in Okla-
homa seventeen years ago, and his
food was cornbread and molasses.
Now he owns 2.40 acres of fertile
land, has an orchard of Soo apple
trees and 3cioo peach trees. making
$s000 n farming each year. and is
worth $3o,000.
"Thousands of Oklahoma and In-
dian Territory farmers have just as
good soil as I have, but I guess they
work too much with their hands and
not enough uith their heads." said
Mr. Anderson recently. "Farming i•
fast becoming an exact acien:e. and
the sooner we learn this the better
it will be for us. I have 2.40 acres
situated about fourteen miles north-
west of Oklahoma City, and my 800
apple tree: and 3000 peach trees net
me about $t000 per annum. This year
I raised about boo° bushels of corn
and a lot of cotton that proritice•i over
Saco an acre. This is my new kind.
which is ...nem proof ancl a great pro-
diicer. I crossed seed from lit.:ia and
other foreign conntries, and thew
reds are worth their weight in gold
"I lsave sixteen acres of alfalfa.
which east five mimes every year.
besides I pasture it with 100 head of
hogs and about fifty head of cattle and
horses. I find atfalfa a most valuable
hay, and it' would be almost impos-
sible to get along without it.
"I think American farmers should
upon which they may run. be very happy and contented, hut
"A striking tale is told by the sta- they are not always •o, because we
tistics of railroad building in the Unit- all have an idea that town life is more
ed States. Not only is it true as *tat- attractive, and many learn their ink-
ed above that there. has been in the
ten yOar• ending lock an increase of
but 21 per crud in mileage. but the
moat impressive fact is that railroad
building has within a generation fall-
en off just as the demand upon tracks
age has increased. At this moment.
uhen that demand is greatest and the
whole country is clamoring for relief.
it is the smallest in years.
"The limit of service of a common
carrier has been reached when it has
moving at all time. overt its system
as many cars as can he rim on its
tracks with safety. and transferred
and dispatched from its terminals and
junction points without unreasonable
delay. .
"The be-t judgment of trany con-
servg:ivc railroad men in the coun-
try is that an immediate addition of
not less than 5 per cent per ninon
to the railroad trackage of the coun-
try for, say five years. should he made
to relieve the .itnation and pin an
end to imreasonable delays in the
transact on 01 besineaa. Our total
railroad mileage is about 220.000. A
25 per cent increase would bean the
bitildiatt of ss.000 mile. of new track.
much of ultich would be additional
tracks to existing lines, and if live
years were allowed for the work it
would be necessary to build 11.000
miles each year. But that is not all.
-One-third would have to be add-
ed to this amount for terminal and
passing tracks. Add 33 per cent to
53.00o miles and the total is 72.33,4
miles; or. say, before the end of the
five years, in round numbers. 75.000
miles of traek as the requirements
for the country, to meet immediate
demands.
"No practical man would accept A
contract for ferni,hing the facilities
required. includ ng additional lesein-
ment .and terminal facilities, for less
than $75.000 per mile. The question
of terminals alone is almost prohibi-
tive. In many cities it is not even a
question of cost, since the area neces-
sary to handle railroad business prop-
erty is not to be had at any price.
"New work, then, would amount to
$3.soo,000.000 itt round numbers, or
a yearly average of $1.too,000.000.
That is the 5tirti which should be spent
before the commerce of the conrtry
can be moved properly. It is just
twice the total amount of the bonded
debt of the United States after the
close of the civil war. It is more
than twice the entire currency in cir-
ciliation in the country, and only a
Fttle less than twice the deposits 'in
all the savings banks in the United
States put together.
"Almost all the complaints made
today, either by shippers or by oper-
ating railroad men, of obstacles and
dangers in transportation service, are
due to deficient trackage. The de-
fect can be conic:red only by build-
ing more track.
!'On/ single track line: freight
mitst it. on sidOws while Passen-
ger tram have the right of way. Car;
take when it is too late. A• for me.
I prefer the farm. and I manage to
make it pay by stric: applicatian and
hard work. The farm is %here one
can find real pleasure and so:id com-
fort.
"My new cotton is attracting con-
aderable attention. het I am not sat-
isfied with the texture and quality oi
the line. While it brings more a pound
on the market. still I believe it can
he improsed upon. and my aim is to
try and make it a longer staple dur-
ing the next few years. If it proves
to be as valuable a. it has already
proven by further experiments, I will
give - he cotton growers a chance at
it next year."
At the territorial corn carnival Mr
Anderson took first prize on corn,
cotton. apples, peaches, pears, cher-
ries, grapes, pumpkins. waterinelone
and in practically every other product
of the farm and orchard. The exhibi-
tion was open to the indian Terri-
tory and Oklahoma. I
CAR BUILT OF SOLID STEEL
Type That Ultimately Will Super-
sede All Other Kinds,
WILL LOCATE
IN NASHVILLE
MR. NORMAN GRISWOLD GOES
WITH FRANK & CO. OF
THAT CITY.
The Business Mtn Lack Only About
$3300 of Having Enough for
Glass Factory.
Mr. Norman Griswold has resigned
his position as. manager of the hat
department for Wallerstein Bros.' es-
tablishment, and yesterday returned
to his former home in Nashville to
accept a place with Frank & Co., big
clothiers and hatters of that place.
Mr. Griswold is one of the most
thorough hat men in the country. He
came here one year since to take
charge of Wallerstein's department.
but the Nashville house made him
such a flattering offer that he could
not refuse it. lie made many friends
while here.
Glass Factory Project.
The hioineas men getting up the
Sts.000 bonus for the glass factory
continue hard at work, and have al-
ready subscribed all but $23oo need-
ed to complete the fund. As soon as
the $13,000 ie secured the conunittees
will begin cotlecting in the money,
turn over to Mr. Finley, who will
then start moving the glass factory
here from Leitchfield, IbI , where it
is now stationed
Tilts. New Place.
Miss kubic Meyers, sormerly with
Harbour, ha taken the position of
assistant cashier at the Wallerstein
eatablishment ' 'a. '
A railorad car built almost nholly
of steel has been turned out of its
shops in Sacramento by the Southern
Pacific railroad. It is made of Ift 'eets
of steel r veteil solidly together, as
are the steel plates upon a warship.
It is expected that this car will be
almost indeatnictible in a collision or
other kind of accident, and it cannot
burn.
Increasing favor is accerded the
all-steel passenger coach and the pre-
diction is made in ralroad circles that
this type of car ultimately will su-
persede all other kinds of passenger
coaches. Similarity is given to the
exterior appearance of the wooden
passenger coach by covering practi-
cally all the rivets on the outside of
the car body with special drawn
moldings and by graining all the steel
parts. such as posts anti panels, to
conform to the ordinary wood finish.
The California type of car is one
practically adapted to the climatic
conditions of that country, and con-
sists of open sections • at each end of
the car, with closed sect ons in the
middle, this fonaing a satisfactory
construction for the year around. The
length of the car over all is forty
feet six inches.
The underframe.
side finish to eaves
INSURANCE RATE ADVANCE
IN FORTY TOWNS PROBABLE
In Aescird With Recommendations
Made by President Sowards.
.MIIMMI=M•••
Liensyrile. Jan SO ---As 4.gir
of visits by Claude F. Sis)iler, sec-
retary of the Kemiicky board of fire
enderwriters, to various Kentucky
cities and towns. where it is contend-
ed tha'. excessive local insurance tax-
es prevail, an advance in rates is con-
templated by the underwriters in
those places where it has been found
impossible or impracticable to have
the taxes amended or removed. The
ra se in rates will, it is said, affect
ahem forty cities and town. in the
state . The advance will not go into
effect until Mr. Sasstier comp:rte his
cart was.,
The efforts to have the objection
able taxes removed are the result of
recommendations contained in the re-
port of President William Sowards.
which he submi•ted at the annaa:
meeting of the Kentucky hoard of tire
undeswriters in November. Mr. Sow-
ards contended that compan es could
not conduct their himites• at a profit
in those places where the excessive
local tax prevailed.







ago 287 chickens met a Nu
violent death. They were
in a cold storage plant, and
terday had rested in peat
they were dragged forth i
cold and clammy quarter
into a wagon and under tl
fel care of Dellheim, 674 V%
teentk street, were driven
the world for sale at the c
taurants.
Solomon Van Praag, chi
ant inspector, was stand n
and Madison streets yester
noon talking with a friend
hcim drove by him with 11
!oati of chickens. Dellheint
to obey the rules of the
a false move which landed
trouble, lie drove to the
side of the resturant inspr
Van Pirag's olfactory ni
ered for au mutant under 't
shock and then flashed a
the brain that was repoai
under "Sol's" Derby. Qpi
light travels Van Praag ju
the street and after ata
about him for an instant I
cause of his disquiet. By
there was almost a panic i
ping district.
Autonfob les were at a
coughing a hoarse protest
trepid enemy which had da
wade their particular field
men were growing pale
rioihing madly through
doors and calling for reyivi
Weak women were aeeki
and little children were lef
anti crying in the streets.
By this tine the undaant
rant inspector had jumpe
eagon and had seized the
the collar. -What have y




"Drive to the city lah9
a gallop.- said Van Prang
anplieti a whip to the hot
the wagon dress tip in fres
Galbraith build ng a medical
called. After he had exare
chicken he said that life
extinct. "Where were the
erert—in a glacial driftr a
doctor.
The (triter of the wagon
teceipt which sh•-wea
chickens were not prehi.ti
terefore were of no nie to a
IlniVerilliet. The receipt
that they had been pnrchaseu
aes Gray & Co.. 2st Sole'
street Forte gallons of good
was riii,mtI by being phnreil
chicken. Dellheim thee e. •
to drive hntue Inipector
said he would get out a wa
Dellbeim and the commi• -
who sold him the chicken' T
ens are said to have been
2 cents a potind
Then She Asks if Anybody Got-Left
in the Rush.
Imitnedia:ely after Misr Loda Nie-
man of tars North Fouptecnth street
became the bride of Jacob Glasser last
night, she had to give away ano kiases,
says a St. !souls teleirrani The cert.-
ninny took place at laritidis hall, and
-was according to the old Jewish cut--
t
At aorni to the min sier had fin- ,
ished saying the worlls w hich mar- I
ried the two young persons, the aces
geese, swarmed toward the altar. The
newly-made husband barely had time
A take the firsi kiss before his bride
was being saluted roctilatorially by
another young man—young and old.
little and big—everybody got his or
her kiss. "When the exercise was
through the bride was nearly exhaust-
ed, but beamingly declared that 'if
there was any person who had not
received hia due, .he stood ready to
sec that the omission was corrected.
Both bride and bridegroom fasted
for twenty-four hours preceding the
wedding.
To celebrate the breaking of their
fast they drank the iiiiptial wine, a
wedding present, and dashed the
glasses to the floor, where they were
broken in a thousand pieces.
side sheets. out-
of closed section,
and the platform posts in the open
sections are made of steel in the form
of plates rolled or pressed to suit re-
quirements.
In order to carry the load and
weight of the car entirely on the side
construction. care had to be taken in
providing openings for steps next to
the closed sections between the
trucks withont weakaninc flit! ca -
at these particuld poiftts.
••••••••
You need not worry about heaven





















































New Gazetteer of th•
with more than wen tales.
latest Lerman returns.
New Biographical Diet
containing the mamma aver le.
persona, date of birth, deatk. etc.
Edited by W. T. AERIE. Ph.D..
United Stater Commissioner ot Ede
2380 Quarto Page
Vow Mum. Nib Ilhitnotawa • 111kh
Needed in Every H
Alpo Webeteee Genertate
1114 Papa saw Mom
Regular Edition 5.11 r1i Was& 1
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Steam and Hot Water Heat' (1
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Tee(' ipt
pnrchase,
a; t Soot •
Is of good -
lit phn ed




























ins have become so 
closely
the popular mind 
with a
,. rcantile and 
niechan-
' Ahat it is in ti
le nature




with an exhibition 
of that
ideed, the rule has 
hitherto
that when an 
event of his-




which it has been
 accom-
las been, time ou
t of mind,




ry.• But times 
chango, ac-
o the Latin p
oet, and we






riposes to break 
away from
stom and set a 
new pace.
tion is the order 
of the day,






or order of thing
s. It im-
may be gathered 
from its
1 
efinition, fa departure 
from




in this sense, 
because it
deice a new thing, 
as a rule.




e shores of Ameri
ca through
fr an 
exhibition of the pro
g-




auk facilities of 
intercourse, the amen-




vancements of the three 
centuries that
have passed since 
that colony was
planted on an island 
in the James
river within the 
boundaries of the




farther by embracing 
every agency
of progress within the 
scope of its
put pos•e .
The birth of an i
dea is a fact




correspondence with a frien
d regard-
ing a new book just 
published. which
he was anxious to 
secure. wrote
'Ile glow of a o ar
m thought ai
more dear to me than 
money." Ras-
ing the estimate 4,f a new 
idea on the
appreciation of the great 
Virginian,
floe intense should be 
the interest
and lic•is expansive the
 sentiment
which 13 ill be aroused by 
the central
idea .4 flie Jamestown 
exposition.
The 'central idea of t
he event is
ablishment of that form of
t 'lent and morals %e
h:eh now
. among the So,o0o,000 
of is-
'le Americans. Should it not
un enthusiasm of tohich th
e
has never witne•sed an equ
al
these flo,00rt.00rs of people dem
-
i. b) an emullition of dominant
hat they can locate their first
Init. their origin, in 
the little
al of home-seekers 
who cast the
0 !whin n the waters of I
lamp-
bade. with a view tfl pe
rmanent
ent?
ine of his brilliant essays F.m-
point* out that TCY..1111TT,V14
shake the world, and itsoiriler
.
a e traced to a •ingle thonalit 
in
ind of a !Lingle individual Ac-
g the dic:um of Emerson a
s
lily demonstrable. at least. ho
w
more assuring t is to T raft. the
1 of a grrai people, a powerful
1. back to its primitive source
itiO of population, seeking peace.
wt. content and. happ:neee
teens of industry! llow`noich
noble it is that a country whose
r and prettige is ever on the . as-
At and whom nrowes• is ac
--
lcdged .to be neincible. can look
to a few law-abiding. harcl-work•
conk who loved domesticity be-
•::ll earthly things!
ie iii the le.son to he learned
the Janieetossai exposition, and
der to convey it those in charged
ic enterpr.4vill call in the aid
cry mode ogress ve agency.
-ill he unique in the history of
%loons. as it ia unique in the ob-
which it commemorates. Its viv-
d g principle is worth
y of all praise
its mvigorating idea, is beyond











ere are many forces in active
atii.n at t he present time whose
a to'c influence makes for the good"
t umanity. It i; an inevitable law
he human race that racial traits
characteristics assert themselves.
yirg a preponderating weight to-
the solut on of the general prob-
of aurvival. Racial traits may be
ed through several countries of
opt- and found to, be identical.
s the Frenchman of old Brit-
the Welshman, the Irishman
Higland Scot will be found to
basic resemblance which pro-
om the Celtic character which
(I in common.
at fact does not imply that de-
ts and modifications will he
-tent accretion. Herein is
1  re law receives approval by
eliis ing*- the divergence. To fur-
l.° employ the illustration given,
!) Briton. the Wellsman, the Irish-
and the Highland Scot present
1 artace appearance of striking con-
It is the tinder:carte:ft that i•
nilar, not the wave.
The value of th:s fact as appli
ed to
the Jamestown exposition wi
ll be
fotuld in the dominant idea. of Am
eri-
can life at the present day—that 
the
most valuable thing in life is activ
ity
Ond energy. Modern schol
arship,
within the range of physiological
 and
psychological recearch, has come to
the conclusion that the secret of hap-
piness is activity. WOen the fac
ul-
ties of the mind and the muscles
 of
the body are kept in constant exerc
ise
the result on the indiyidual is conte
nt-
ment. ,'
None of this American activity and
energy may be traced, by the opera-
tion of the law referred to, through
the effort of three centuries back to
the primit:ve idea whCb impelled the
Jamestown settlers to cross the seas
in quest of ahome in the wilderness.
It tequired a resolute courage as well
as a determination of energetic en-
deavor to pursue the enterprise. This,
therefore, was the dynamic idea of
impulsion and so it has continued. To-
day it is the inspiring motive of la-
boring man and millionaire, with the
one for the main necessity of living as
well as with the other.
It can be confidently claimed, in
view of this ethnologic fact of his-
tory, that a racial idea was planted at
Jamestown( an idea that resembled
the Scriptural mustard seed both as
to origin as well as to development.
The Jamestown Tercentennial ex-
position will be entitled to the praise
of ethnologists because of the empha-
sis it gives to a fact in their depart-
ment of study which has been hither-
to neglected. It w ll set forth in
clear light the priceless lesson of a
low civilization, one that is every-
where acclaimed and applauded as
the high-water mark of human prog-
ress.
CUBA NOT TO BE ANNEXED
Island', People Must Rule Until
They Give Up, Says Root.
Washington, Jan 16 --The United
States will not annex Cuba till the
people at that island give up the ef-
fort to govern themselves. Secretor?
Root today told the national conven-
tion for the extension of foreign com-
merce.
'Poor Cuba." Secretary Root ex-
claimed, "with her wonderful climate
and richness of soil. has suffered.
We have done the best we could to
1:elp her and oe mean to go on doing
the best we can to Iola her"
Continuing, he said that the atti-
tude of the United States toward
these countries could be put in three
sentences—first, we don't want to
tcke them ourselves: secondly, we
oon't want any foreign nation to take
them for themselves, and, thirdly, we
is ant to help them and we will."
°I don't think the subjejct of re-
ciprocity can now be ailegnatelY con-
sidered or discussed vithont Kiang
iiito•a broader subject—the whole
form of our tariff laws. In my -judg-
ment the United States must come to
a maximum and minimum tariff."
President Jacob G. Sehurman of
Cornell referred to the complaints
r.gt.inst the evils of giant corporations
trust., but declared that much of
ole increase in trade and exports had
iwen due to these same organizations.
**it is not swollen fortunes we should
criticise." said he, "but stolen for-
tome a."
Secretary Straus discussed the gen-
eral subject of international relations
FIBS I BATCH
OF PETITIONS
RED MEN COMMENCE B
ALLOT-
ING ON THEM TOMOR-
ROW NIGHT,
Brethren Think They Will Ha
ve a
Class of at Least One Hundred
to Initiate.
The session tomorrow eveni
ng of
the Red Men's lodge will be the 
first
since the body was divided into 
sides
for the membership contest, and 
there
will be quite a number of a
pplica-
tions put in by each side to be 
bal-
loted upon. The candidates will 
then
be held over until the last 
Friday
of March, at which time all in 
the
large class, which w:II consist o
f ev-
ery candidate secured during the c
on-
test, will be initiated.
The battle between the bre
thren
is warming up and each session
 will
find many petitions from new 
mem-
bers, and the contestants believe they
will have a class of at least one hu
n-
dred to initiate the night of the clo
se.
Capt. Clarence Householder of on
e
side has sent the follow ng to ea
ch
of the old members, who are to work
under him for new affiliates:
To you, dear chief and brother,
I issue this command.
Prepare your largess scalping knife—
There is trouble tn this land.
cases to descent from common stock
and to the presence in one coentry
of many fortifier citizens of another
••• also due to the existence of that
other commercial factor, invested cap-
ital.
Secretary Straus also discussed the
wowth of our trade with China and
Jzpati an well as our other relations
with those countries. He said:
"It is a matter of serious regret
that recent' incidents in a smile com-
munity of this country—a coltimunity
...Inch has profited greatly by the eri-
iargement of our trade with Japan—
should have endangered the cordial-
.ty of relations under which the trade
!las des-eloped. While this occurrence
is too recent to have had as yet a
perceptible effect upon trade relations,
it requires no stretch of imagination
to foresee that unless these deplorable
iecidente are satisfactorily adjusted
thorawill have a disastrous influence
upon OUT future trade with that cows-
'try
"A nation can not ofend another
nation and hold the trade of its people
any more than an individual merchant
or manufacturer can expect to hold
customers whom he openly offends
or brutally insults." •
With the paleface growing bolder,
In every walk and station.
The time has come, and we must act
And scalp this paleface nation.
Half the tribe is on my s de.
All warriors brave and true:
I've chosen you, most noble guide—
We'll win this contest, too.
And when the battle's over,
With our fifty scalps, at least.
We will eat our corn and venison.




Chicago, Jan. 16.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Wuhington says
:
"The United States is the wealthiest
nation in the world." said a close
friend of President Roosevelt ye‘ter-
day, who had just gone over a re-
markable official report, which is
soon to he made publ c He added
:
"In a brief span of young life this
infant nation has broken all records
relating to the accumnlation of riches.
WO are beginning to think in billions
instead of million.. Take it any way
3:ou like, our affluence ontscrips
thing ver known before
"Our country has more actual limn-
cy. more gold, a larger volume of ex-
ports, greater bank ng facilities. rich-
er farms, more productive mine•. more
raiRoads. more internal commerce,
more millionaires, *lore well-an-do
tradesmen, more independent farmers.
more highly paid laborer, a greater
distribution of luxuries than any other
nation has enjoyed since tillae be-
gan.**
To aay that the total valuation of
the wealth of the United States; is
$107.cxio.000.000 O not understandable.
as a hundred billion dollars is such
a pile of money that the mind' simply
and commerce, holding that the
cannot grasp its meaning on the :n-
:torridly sentiment which exists be- 
stant.
tween nations. while due in many 
Probably the best way Orf illustrat-
ing the actual extent of Uncle Sari 
riches is to state if he could convert
all the assets into money. he would
have :wady four time' as notch as is
required to pay off the entire national
debt of all the governments al the
world. including his own. Lao year




Cruisers Will Be Superior to Any
Existing Type.
Paris, Jan.. 15.—The admiralty has
ordered the construction of four sub-
marine cruisers, which are to be sup-
erior to any existing type of any simi- But brimstone
lar vessels. They are to be of Soo where plans
tons end tt have a speed of fifteen
knots on and ten knots below the sur- 
he w
face. The French naval authorities of clan'
leave laid down twenty submarines to heliev.
olden it year,
LEGAL PLAINT
Of Iowa Women Told in
Rhyme.
--
CURSING STUNT ..siefattua,Efinger Co.
PROVED COSTLY
JIM VICKERS AND MATT GRIGG
EACH FINED $50
AND COSTS,
Court Dismissed Cutting Charge
Against John Bulger—
Other Cases.
James Vickers and Matt Griggs
were both fined $5o and costs yes-
terday morning in the police court
by Judge David Cross on the charge
of cursing and abusing the family of
James Dill.
W. J. Carroll failed to appear for
trial' amid the court ordered his recog-
nizance bond forfeited. 'He is
charged with threatening Capt. Mul-
len, who d scharged him. Both are
steamboatmen,
Until next Monday was postponed
the warrant charging J. C. DeMort.
the dye man, with cursing and abus-
ing Miss Vera Bower, who worked
for fiim.
A fine of $2o and costs was assessed
against George Treagvanstead for en-
gaging in a game of craps down on
"Rawleigh Row," on Burnett bei
tween Sixth and Seventh streets. He
was in the bunchtf negroes who had
the fight last Saturday night.
May Beasley was fined $25 and
costs for being drunk and disorderly
James Scott. colored, was assessed
a fine of $3o for being drunk and dis-
orderly at the Charles J. Clarke liv-
ery stable on South Third street.
The court d:smissed the malicious
cutting charge against John Bulger,
who was accused of stabbing J. W
Bailey during a fight at First and
Washington streets two weeks ago
Bailey was carved to pieces, nearly.
The court entered up a fine of $50
against Sarah Howarton for running
a bawdy house, and she will have to
pay it if she comes back to town
She was given hours in which to leave
the city Tuesday.
The court al-co entered up fines of
us against Annie Copelan and Sarah
Lew s, and, they will has e to pay or
go to jail if they show themselves in
this city again.. Tuesday they skip-
ped out for Illinois on being given
hours by the judge
Sioux City. Ia., Jan. i6.--A divorce
petition in rhyme -was filed in court
here today by Mrs. John Wade. wife
of a local traveling man. Mrs. Wade
i• a middle-aged, good-looking wo-
man, and this is her second divorce
case. She entitles her effort "A Mat-
rimonial Idyll." When the petition
Was read in court the judge and
saectators roared. Here arc two
stanzas
A substitute for man is the latest
hit,
Just keep a dog to growl and a cat
to spit.
WORKS THIRTY-SIX HOURS
Engineer's Case Is Told to Interstatae
Commerce Cominsaion.
Washington, D. C., Jan. !G.—Yes-
terday's investigation by the inter-
state commerce commission into the
block signal system in use on the Bal-
timore lic Ohio railroad showed that
men engaged in the operation of trains
work an excessive number of hours
without a sufficient per od of rest
intervening.
- It was developed that no restric-
tions are placed upon the hours train-
men shall a ork and that they take ad-
vantage of the opportunity offered t••
labor for many hours in order to in•
crease their compensation. An in-
stance was give!, where an engineer
had worked for thirty-six hours and
had no rest during that time. The
company. accord ng to the testimony.
relied upon its men to claim rest
when they feel the need of it.
The commission dwelt at lengtl
upon the question of hours for train
men because it ie believed that the
facts brought out in this particular
phase of the investigation will accel
crate the passage through congress of
a bill lm ting the hours of those en-
gaged in tilt transportation service
of railroads.
Sboo.o<x),000 FOR WATER WAY
1Vashingtom Jan., Its—Representa-
tive Bartholdt of Missouri introduced
a bill today authoriiing the secretary
of the treasury to issue bonds in the
suns of $500.000,000 for the improve-
ment of water ways. Mr. Bartholdt
says that such an issue will stifficr
to complete all great rVer projects
and will forever solve the problem
of the continuous and permanent im-
provement of our great water ways
;Undertakers and Embalmers.
130S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,! Liability. steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




Niko 306 Broadway Phoses:Office 385—Residence 1696
Paducah Transfer Company. ascorPorsteal ?1tISJZ
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
Nickel • Strawberry.
Dealers are not agreed as to wheth-
er the lessened demand for straw-
berries in January is due to changed
political condifone or to the prices,
says the Philadelphia Record. The
prices, indeed. are about normal, but
it may be that the winter appetite
for this summer fruit is dying out
Something like goo quarts came in
&domestic parrot can both jaw and last Friday and that quantity has been
swear,
A monkey to dispute nd pull your 
enough, in the face of the small de-
hair. 
a mand, to glut the market. New York
, ooe-ap •• roloar,o is sai
d to be getting a few berries
from California. but Philadelphia i.
Don't think you need a man to strike
even a match— by Florida only. Prices now range 
supplied at this season of the year
There arc better places a light to
scratch, 
.
trom o to so cents a quart. whole-
Tillmadge says 
sale, for ordinary to 75 cent. for
made, 
"strictly fancy." large, ripe ale:
show souhd. and at retail they .ell for
from 70 to TOO per cent higher. The
hut it is cot ent ' at 5 cents the 
berry. For California 1St! bscribe For The Re
joy• r u r- berries the prices a
rc almost doubled, -
berries run laree. about th rty to the
deman box, making t
he top priced ones sellds prOof
owing to the longer haul.








SUPICRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGH
T, 114LACHIN.
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WE Pay 4 per
 cent. interest
on time deposits. Start
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are authogaed to announce the
acy of lee. A. Purchase for c ty
subject to the action of the
ratic patty.
are autboxized to announce the
acy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
ailer, subject to the action of
mocratic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
are authorized to announce
Cie e W. Landram. of Livingston
too y, as a candidate for railroad
co issioner from the First Railroad
distact of Kentucky; subject to the
act* of the democratic party.
5 
Thursday Morning, January 17, 1907.
Another Corporation Scheme.
One of the corporation organs now
raises the point that if sewers are to
be installed in District No. 3. as pro-
posed, that the improvement will be
a sore hardship on many of the small
proterty holders in that section of the
city, and might result in the confisca-
tion of much of the property. Time
and again the Register Pas pointed
out that fact and also the fact that
it iicould be a waste of money to
plagt sewers out in the cornfields
where it will be years and years be-
fore they are of any practical benefit
to acres and acres of that property.
-The elifporliTon organ after ex-
pressing touching solicitude for the
poor people comes forward with the
brilliant suggestion that the city
should issue bonds for the work and
give the proTserty.holders ten years
in which to reinibprse the city. The
entire article is but a "feeler" for a
beautiful corporation scheme, and we
Mill tell the public just how it would
work. .,
The corporations and their organs
did their level best-last year to saddle
11 bond issue of $100000 on the city
for parks!'nbt f/ihiVety really cared- ..
so much for parks, but just any old
•thing to Wail up the city with bonds
PO as 10 tit its hands and prevent any
bond ionse for the-owning of a water
Cr light plant. In round figures the
city can. issues:00.000 more in bonds.
ahd it would ke about that sum to
own a water *en plant, and if
'the cotporationfi and their organs
s ran get the plelpkvote bonds for
any Aar_ art pitp.,.‘it. will effectually
stop the citsjos‘Wsrovning a water
and light..islaut..... This-is what the
• rporati4111s-.4hil• 'Otte.' organs arc
driving ot. .1f ever the city can be
placed wherlOW Mint issue bonds...
To iNtitist":nriff• light plant, then it
'orift he liguitid -hand and foot to the
Ixigporatinitimapoing those utilities.
Now, let's look into the, corpora-
. , ... ,I. ,,
Von orikan p. ,.•:‘uggcstign for the city
tsci"ilsaikOrrOilais to cover the cost 4)1
%. ifilver•40 'District No. 3. where .ito
tulgiy '"poile.'; people own property;
The area eirsvereff-by District NO. 2,
•entbraces 6o blocks; thc cost pr ghe
intins in the streets amounts 
* 
•to
$.: ,ocio, and laterals to the protlertY.1 )
Ii 4 additional: The territoii/ am-
hrtiePtl irrilDiatrtet Ner.04 - amonnts io.
alotit
tquch
240 blocks or four times as
area as that in District No. a.
If it costs St20.000 for the mains for
Go blocks, the cost for 240 blocks will
be insp. titoes.as great or $480.000t.., If
the city should issue $413O,oesalvorth
of bonds for this purpose, it will have
then reached the limit allowed by
the constitution, and no bonds for any
pt:rpose whatever cohld be issued.
In the first place sewers in at least
ene-half of the proposed distriCt are
not needed. and the people owning
,ptoperty in the other half are able
•
to pay just like the property holders
in the other disricts. In the next
place the city cannot force the prop-
city owners to connect with the
st.wers while a private corporation
owns the water works, and only about
half o( the property in the present
di • trict is connected with the sewers.
If the city owned the water works.
it could compel every building along
the, line of sewers to be connected
with the system and thereby reap all
the benefits resulting from a system
oi sewerage, and the increased rev-
vow from the water works. This
sewer bond proposition is a corpora-
tion scheme pure and simple.
and light plant. •
We wish to ask one plain, sensible
on, and it iso this: With the
mers paying excessive rates for
. light sad power, and the taxes
i gh as constitution will permit.
loot! net deficit of VIA= occurring•
le year. where will it enil fof the









- The Only Way Out of It.
The $4,000000 deficit left by the re-
publican council, the increased police
force and the urgent demands for ins
creased provisions for streets old
otter -pnblic works, emphasizes the
imperative need of increasing the rev-
enue for the city. The constitution
limits the tax rate to $1.85 on the
$too, and an assessment valuation of
lio,000,000 will not yield sufficient
revenue to meet the needs of the city.
1: the assessed valuation cannot be
increased then the city must look in
other ctrections for funds; Right
here is where the profits from a water
and light plant owned by the city
would come in quite handy to meet
the situation and provide the money.
Such plants would yield a profit to
the city of from $50,000 to $100,000
a year and in ten years time would
make Paducah one of the most sub-
stantial cities of its etre in the coun-
try. But no. a handful of men are in-
tereated in those utilities and for their
own selfish purposes they are opposed
to the city enjoying blessings that can
be shared by all the people They
are constantly at work with schemes
to prevent the city from engaging
in municipal ownership, and the very
fact that that gang is bitterly oppos-
ed to municipal ownership should
convince every 'sensible person that
i• is best for the city to own its-
% ater
This is no wild eyed prophecy, nor
i• it a dream. The people of this city
l imo,: what they are paying for water.
lignts and power, they know the $9..
o. deficit occurred last year awl they
koow that the t4x rate will he jolt's
this year. They know that the gray-
el:d streets and public alleys are in
bad condition and that it will take
thousands of dollars to repair them.
Vs hen the people know a thing, they
know it, and something must he done,
dr that which is bad will grow worse.
•As it will require 3fl cents cover the
republican deficit and 35 cents fo-
the schools, deducted from $t.85
ieaves but P.12 for salaries, police,
firemen, streets. electric plant, water,
interest. sinking fund and a dozen
other accounts. and if the mayor or
general council can figure out how
$1.12 will meet those expenses, then
we wish to say that some accounts
must be so slashed and cut that no
member of the city government would
have any peace of mind during the
whole year. The city of Paducah is
tip against a stiff proposition, and it
rs a case of finding a way to increase
the city's income, and the solution
of the problem is for it to own rev-
enue producing utilities such as a
sentor and light plant.
The Anti-Hargis Faction.
(Louisville Courler-Journal.)
The Courier-Journal published in
its pews columns yesterday an ed -
itlaWrlam the Eiiealhitt News'ailitchexprA.Ses the views of the "anti-Har-gis faction" in Breatlitli county with..ire to the proccedingro tl!c scourt
On .$.0-1V interrupted whh the ap-
Piedlei•e •torwt called Special Judge
carnesoto Frankfort for the purpose
of inquiring into his.conduct, in re-
spouse to the teppeaf of the prosecut-
ing attorneys, who charge that his
rulings were unfair, and that the com-
monwealth could not have a fair
• trial- of itS case against Judge Har-
gis at Jackson and with Judge Ca'rnes
residing.. :
The "anti-Hargis faction" in Jack-
son and Breathitt county is composed
of two elements—the enemies of the
Hargis clan and respectable citLens
who would like to see the law en-
Weed in Jackson to the end that thaw
blight pursue their vocations without
molestation and life in peace, free
from the fear of as:assination. W,h he
Hargis- was judge and Callahan was
sheriff, a reign of terror existed.,iPro-
ceedings at court were fareicaliwhen
the interests of Hargis' retainers were
affected, and law-abiding men went
into exile after witnessing daylight
assassinations, rather than r:sk their
lives by remaining at Jackson, where
they might incur the enmity of the
assassins by testifying in court con-
cerning the atrocities perpetrated in
the streets. Confessed• assassins state
that during the time Hargis was in
office he boasted that he could se-
cure pardons from Gov. Beckham for
!inch of his retainers as /night stand
in need of them. There exists ioday
in Jackson a belief that the influence
of Hargis is still more than county-
wide. Had the trial proceeded.viith-
out interruption nothng but the con-
victildf the' Oef.ciad,ain could have
rAgo tat) tepretetrik ettat, _the trial
was a prearranged' farce, and' the ef-
fect would have been to promote an-
archy in Jackson, white 'tWacquittal
of the defendant wonldl"hot have had
the effeet dT ermeineintrihe•people of
the state of his imiocener.
It is fortunate for the peace of
Breathitt county and for the -reputa-
jolt and the welfare of the state that
the appellate court took heroic ac-
tion to prevent the trial from pro-
ceed -ng. The question of whether
Hargis is guilty, ok,11,iring assassins
to butcher Dr. Coxograve as it is, is
dwarfed by the question of whether it
is possible for Ilat'gis, to do as he
damn pleases" at thii jtineterre, and
whether it is possib, for the prose-
cution to secure 2 fair 'trill of their
case before an honest and impartial
jury.
is is due to the law-abiding element
in Breathitt that Ilargi< trial shall
be held in such a manner that there
can be no question of the defendant
being treated like any other man
charged with crime.
If Breathitt county's population
were composed only 'of outlaws
fr endly to the Hargis clan and out-
laws at war with that clan, and if the
county were not a part of a rivilizsd
state. the policy of "letting them tight
it out might be worthy of consid-
eration, but the taxpayers of Breath-
itt who desire peace and development
of the natural re•ources of that sec-
tion. snd the people of the state,
have a right to demand that there
shall he no juggling in this matter
and that the state's attorneys shall
be given an opportunity to cony et
if the evidence in their posses•ion
is such as to warrant conviction.
I Gotham Girlie Hotel.Those who plan hotels for women
1
• in New York seem to aim at deerea-•
ing instead of increas ng the rates,
says the New York Sun. For in-
stance, in the first of the women's
hotel', which came to stay. the infn-
imum cost of living is about 414 si
week. At the Trow:Nlart inn for
working women tinder 35. and earning
$12 or less a week, the chantei fOr a
room and two meals 2 dao la . froni
$s to Ss so a week.
At another hotel, intended for work
ing girls—a hotel projected he Mr-
Clarence Burns and some others, and
which is so far tinder way that the
by-laws have been drawn up and
stock at Sc a share soy to a. few
fr -ends of the enterprise—the week-
ly charge for a room and three meals
al day will be from $3 to $3.50.
The projectors of this enterprise
believe that the hotel with rates of
St and $1.30 a week is what New
York needs most, and will continue
to need so long as the present low
rate of wages continne; to he paid
to women who'make boxes, artificial
flowers, head work and cigarettes.
who work in twine factories and at
other trades in which $5 is consid-
ered a good weekly wage for women
employes, and in which the average
earnings are from $3 to $4 a week.
while beginners get from Si so to
‘$2.75.
One of these projectors, tv130 comes
often in contact with these workers.
says the scale of wages quoted is
absolutely correct.
"Fortunately," said she. "many of
the girls live at home, and to such
an increase or decrease ,of 25 cents
a week in their wages is not of such
vital importance as it is to those
who must board, lodge, pay their way
wit'll strangers. Needless to say there
is a host of 'the latter.
"Just now, when there 's a lot of
-talk about the increased cost of la-
bor. 1 am more impressed than ever
with the abominably small wages paid
to women in seitne industries. Think
Of a young woman who has learned
st trade, who is very nearly as profi-
iient as she will ever he, working
for $4t a week.
' "Yee, that happens all the time.
!Think of women, long past girlhood,
arking for $5 or $5.50 a week, with
scarcely a chance of. increasing that




T ant situated in the company with
which I have recently associated my-
self to offer a secured investment that
will pay profit of three to five per
cent per month on $oto to St000. See
me any luitir the ifith or, 17th a! the
Palmer House. .1, -
JOE RANDILL
The cheapest charity of all is that




REMAINS HERE REGISTER SUfTS AGAINST Y
FOR BURIAL WORTEN COME UP Ti;i7sON
BODY OF MRS. LONE WEBB
BROUGHT HERE FROM
BENTON,
Chief James Woods' Aunt, Mr*
Laura Roberts, Died in Ballard
—Bury Me. Murray Today.
:sirs. Jane Webb died yesterday at
Benton, and this afternoon at 1:r5
edlock the remains will arrive in this
city and be carried direct to Oak
Grove cemetery for interment.
She was one of the well known
Women of that section, and the moth•
ef:•inlaw of Me. J. R. Lucas,
Estimable Lady.
7.4.t the Needmore cemetery, near
Ogden's Landing in Ballard county,
Mis. Laura Roberts was la d to rest
yeirterday amid presence of a large
concourse of bereft friends and rela-
tiies. She was an aunt of Chief
Jiyues Woods of the fire department
of this city, and the latter was among
the mourners.
The deceased was one of the best
known ladies of that section and had
hindreds of friends in Paducah
where -she often visited. For year..
she has resided in Ballard county.
Mr. Murray's Funeral.
At 2:3o o'clock this afternoon the
funeral mwviees over the remains of
the late Mr. John NEurray will be
held at the residence, 1250 South
Seventh street. Rev. W. E. Cave of
the First Presbytersan church officiat-
ing. Burial follows at Oak Grove
cemetery.
The pallbearers will be W. J. Hills.
Henry Katterjohn. John C. Maret.





MR POMP SEBREE DAILY GET-
TING BETTER AT HIS
HOME.
tjoy James H. Ashcraft Suffersrom Sprained Wrist on Account
of Fal'—Other Ailing.
Mr. Pomp Sebree is daily recover•
ing at the residence of his son-in-law.
Captain King Hale on Seventh and
Kentucky avenue. He fell and frac-
oired several r b. ten days ago, and
then contracted pneumonia, which
rendered his coadition serious for
some days, but he is now much bet-
ter.
IWO'. Fell Hard.
Major James If. Ashcroft is con-
lied at his home on N%'est Broadway
with a painfully hurt lace and wrio.
caused by stumbling and falling as
he was ascending the porch step* at
Hotel Craig on Fifth ;.nd Jefferson
:tie( ts Tuesday night. It was dark
he tripped, falling rn such a way
24 to catch his arm tinder hlni
while his face struck the walk with
to-eit force. He is suffering much
pain, the wrist being badly sprained.
Sick Peonle.
Mrs. L. Reber of gto Clark sire
is dangerously ill with congestion.
Nliss Byrd is confined w•ttt
eltiets at their honse.on South
-tree'
Mr. Ernest Bell is able to be out
after a ten days' illness with bron-
chitis.
D. A. R. RESOLUTION.
Thanks Hon. 011ie James for His
Favors to Chapter.
Be it Resolved, By Chapter No.
376 of Paducah, Kentucky of the
Daughters of the American Revolu
pon that the thanks of this chapt: r
be, and they are hereby, extended to
the Hon. 011ie M. James, member al
congress from the First district of
Kentucky, for his prompt and effic-
ient ability in securing tits passage
a bill through the lower house of
congress, granting to this chapter the
ervilege of erecting a drinking fastin•
tam on the property of the United
States at Fifth and Broadway in Pa-
dr ah, Kentucky.
e it Further Resolved, That a
cr py of these resolutions, duly artist-
e by the regent and sterctary be




\ —The SUM Of $7,060.66 has
received by the Padrican 'tsr/d1
as 'ts part of the stare s 114131 mid
fo: he last thtee motiths ioci. Jr
0
THE NEWSPAPER AND ITS OWNER SUES MARK WORTc%
TROUBLE AND EXPENSE WORTEN CAUSED BY BRI
USELESS SUITS AGAINST THE PAPER AND PROP
AT SMITHLAND FOR SAMUEL STONE, WHO CLAI
DAMAGED REPUTATION—JURY FAVORED THOMA
DERS IN SUIT FILED AGAINST HIM BY JOHN HACK
THE DEAD HORSE—CIRCUI T COURT BUSINESS.
The first suit up for trial today in
the circuit court are those of Janis
E. Wilhelm againkst J. Mark Worten.
and The Register Newspaper com-
pany against the same Worten. In
Ruch action $2,000 damages is asked
front Worten, who is the lawyer that
has filed so many suits against The
Register and its owner.
Worten sued the paper and owner
at Smithland for $to,000 damages for
Stone, claiming that the paper injured
Stone's. reputation when publication
wal made of the fact that Stone was
art ested here several years ago and
carsied back to Marion, Ky., on the
charge of haring injured cattle be-
loogiag to another around there. It
loosed he was not the Stone wanted
tisere, but his son of the same name.
The Register won this litigation, and
Worsen has filed several other suits
against the paper up at Smithland, in-
stead of in Paducah court where he
lodged the actions brought against
other newspapers for the same cause.
These two scats against Worten are
to recover from him damages on ac-
count of the useless worry, trouble
soid expense he put the paper to in
brining the Smithland actions. On
trial of these two actions last (October
a -hung jury" resulted and it after-
wards developed that it took only
true inure of the jurors to give a
juegsnent in favor of The Register
against Worten, the jury standing
e:ght for a verdict in favor ,of the
rcwspaper and tour for the defen-
dant.
Other suits set for trial today are
Ouse of Helen Seitz against the Pa-
(Speak Traction company. and Ben
Matthews against J. J. Lane
Helen Seitz wants Stgoso from the
•I'aducah Traction company on ac-
count Of injuries she claims her horse
sestained and which rendered the ani-
mal useless for life. She states in
her petition that on May is. took
it.e and her father. August Leagey.
were driving up !Wirth Twelfth near
Burnett street. when a car of the
Tiactson company struck and knocked
down the horse whose leg was badly
hurt on being run over by the w heels.
Ben Matthews claims J. J. Lane
owes him Opts on a contract they had
r. earding raising crops. Matthews
asserts that he entered into an agree-
ment whereby he was to cultivate
Lane's land and raise crops, he to
get a ctotain amount for his work.
while Lane was to furnish the farm ,
ing outfit, supply provisions fur Mat-
thew's family/etc. Matthews con-
tc-ids that Lane broke the contract.
The verdict of the jury )'esterdas
vas in favor of the defendant in the
4,6040 John Vs. Hack against Thom
a• Sanders for dam. Sanders is the
special officer of the Humane society
of this city, and one day Hack was
leading a very sick and crippled horse
oat Broadway beyond Fountain av-
enue when stopped by Mrs. Sanders
A. Fowler, who had the lin/mine offi-
cer to come out and look at the
beast. Officer Sanders shot the brute
to end its sufferings. Hack sued
Sanders for Om damages on thk
ground the animal was a valuable
44ite, and that he at the time was tak-
ing the beast to a farm in the coun-
ty so the horse could rest tip and
get cured. The jury by its decision
eoncludes the officer acted properly.
Somebody had given the sick horse
to -Hack to get rid of it.
A judgment for $1o6 was given N.
J. Jones against the Hardt Brothers
Grain company. Jones bought sonic
has en pla n the
ft) cr it of • ,.srer
• r r
hay from Hart-It and it turned
to be good feedstuff, as rep
to him when he bought. Ho
recovery of his money and
intro for the mentioned sum
Lawyer Oscar Kahn was
and coots for contempt of
not appearing in the court,
time to attend to some bust
judge had with him.
There was' entered uo• th
dirmisoing the damage suit
Ellington against the MeTge
Horton Basket factory, the Ii
having been eestnpromised
baiket people paying Wheat
000. Plaintiff had stied for $14
account of gettingehis leg
the plant of defeudant to .
burg.
'I be court ordered can fir
report of liabilities and aamt
People's Mime Ptirchasiggbc
There was trAnsferri14,,
equity side of the docket. or
cc tnmon law, 41(4.05.401
Evansville Pressed Brick
against Contractor Edward
The Evansville concern turni
brick used in paving qicitu
street from 1,ZentucitY avenue
Broad street in this City. Bridg slot
aid the work and had an agreement
with the municipality to forfeit so
much into the City treatury if 'he did
not get the improvement completed
%%thin a specified time lie failed to
finish by the time limit and had ta-
rty the city the forfeit, lie claims
his delay was caused by the Evans-
ville people not shipping here at the
proper time the brick for the work.
Ir. paying for the brick Bridges then
hirld back from the Evanovil
cern money enough to reimbn
io- the forfeit he had to pay
The Evansville people tome
did forward the brick on ti
that Bridges' delay in eoutplet
at:eet was no fault of theirs.
fore they sue Bridges for the bal-
ance of the money due them for sup-
plying the material.
A judgment for Sas was given by
the jury to plaintiff in the liogat.on of
V1. N. Janes against Clesatham-
Hodge. Janes got Hodge a bu
!lodges' (arm which the latter
to sell and after Janes procu
piospective purchaser, If olge
soot of the deal and refused
Ames, who brought suit Int
telly court end got 3 verdict f•
Hodge appealed to the circuit














Prevents and cures chapped
gin. Makes the skin soft,
and white. Removes all
r•used by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after ahavi












Loans and Discounts  $144.36,
Stocks and Bonds , . . 2,
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures  9,
Cash and Exchange   36,7
$262,r
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock r '''t  $ 50
Undivided Profits    4,22
Deposits    207,92
$262,15
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the
earnings of the past *ix months, and credited to
stockholders payable on demand.
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ST NOT INCONVENIENCE NO ROOM FOR
PEOPLE WITH THEIR POLES MORE PUPILS
LEPOONE AND LIGHT COMPANIES
 CANNOT PUT POLES
IN FRONT OF DOORS OF 
PRIVATE STABLES OR IN THE
CENTER OF ALLEYWAYS SO AS TO
 OBSTRUCT FREE PASS-
AGEWAY-TWENTY PER CENT. BAS
IS FOR MAINTENANCE
BONDS WILL NOT PREVAIL ANY 
MORE-BRICK WALK-
WAY WANTED ON RIVER F RO
NT LEVEE-ALL MARKET
OUSE BENCHES AND STA LLS
 RENTED FOR SIX MOUTHS.
d4 to prevent the repeated .11.
Menet.* imposed on tl.e people
e telephone and electris.- light
aides placing their polea iii the
e of public alleyways. or righ
t
no of the doors of stables and
'apes, the hrsard of public works
dLy afternon during its stiAdon
a rigid order tO effect that
concern. must place poles nit
de of the alleyways, aua not 
out
se to :he center, where they w 
II
straet the pa-algae of vehicles 
and
ople, as continued complaint sh
ows
is been done is many alloya over 
the
to:. To the board protest has al
so
been macie that the linemet. have 
in a
tom-tint- Of instances erected 
polra
right in front of stable •doors 
and
canning, 'leading 'Into Allot 
It'ainea,
thereby preventing the ownera of 
the
statics and coal houses from 
haviig
free anff- titabstrdeted'ineins 
of
tarres-: and.iingress to their' 
bisildings.
The coMpNes. by Ihe'r 
s-ated




the board of works issued orde
rs that
the praperty owners must be p
ro-
•-1,µ164 in the respect 
mentioned.
e boand yesterday deitied that
aOer contractors completina ;oda-
rick street and sidewalk improve-
. s shall execute bond in 
amounts
-slated in the contract for mainlin-
e of the work for the rersof
 of
e years following complet on. ,Here
-
fore when a contractor laid a brick
tett or made a concrete sidewalk
the c•ty he. %hen he finished the
rovement. was compelled to exe-
be a bond guaranteeing to forfeit
the city twenty per cent of the
1st cost of the improvement if be
id no maintain and keep it in good
rtdition for a period of five years
fter eomplet on as it will take
re money to maintain certain kind'
I no-k. as compared to others, the
went) per cent. basis is now done
way with am} there will he placed in
he contracts let in the (noire the
minim. of . bond the contractor will
aye to give. hotrod of the bond
ed on a general 
percent(onlact bond will here-
apecitied according to the
oi W1 irk
Gcorpte Ribber! son filled up
lot at Third and Harriman
e dersasited gravel and J rt
way as to -top the natural
urface truer that is left
on the alley running Ic-
Oridatt property from 1111-tr-
Clay. be•ween Third and
tr_etits. The boagil of works
The city solicitor to •ee if
not some say to' compel
os to remove the depoeits ob-
the flow.
ailer Thomas Evithe reoueat
ws sold twenty feet of 18 •n .h
re was refused.
Electriiian McPherson re-
o the board that the electric
Gullet/. Wallet-stein. Lanham
clermari•s dotillery company
erected aocording to requ'o-
oaefore he approved eacto
nes• ion of the independeut
le company being compelled
ve the transparent sign bang-
rout of the exehange tuilding
th F fth, was held over until
blaep.% py he board.
iii‘ogritreed given the
d poir.fAcnopany that it was
ng -411We prescribed manner
• they were permitted to erect
'ffr life-TIMITIte; the trans.
were imprqporrly, arranged on
t and will ii se to be altered.
t• tftviweported to the
t allTaKellesseSes and stalls
public market 114 been rented
id for for tholiarnsiting • six
. the revenue clerked from
ental be ng $2.4,32.5o for that
of 4aae, •
Vif.N.'of the boarq of health,
d and wanted the board of
permission for the property
to put in good condition the
ehind Henry aleGee't prop-
Mechanicsburg. As the alley-
lOnea to private nronero• own.
base never dedicated it to the
pality. nothing could be done
matter, as, the faoard has ao
except over public hsghways
:ey ways.
rintendent 'Kebbler of the die.--
plant reported that the Otto
falling, therefore he had cottait
ng the Machinery in the pump-
don at Third and Clay streets,
at lie was watching the, river
and when another rise was
wtiold resume running the
SQ ii. Imp the mains
Nottil Machine and Wreck-
nnaany offers the hoard of
too for some, old electrical Sometimes saints are only ainnera
ppvisethouse. but who have succeeded in okeepirig from































































to effect the machioes were not for
'sale just now.
I 'IL P. Hawkins, the feed man of
- South Second, complained by letter
, to the board that the alley in the rear
of his store was in a very bad condi-
I titan, muddy and hardly
 passable. The
street inspector was directed to too!:
into the matter.
I The paving 
stone with which this
river front levee is covered at foot of
Broadway stops about sixty feet be-
low the to of the levee hill, there-
fore when the Ohio river oreeps up
the bank and the wharfboat is drawn
closer to the levee, the end of the
stageplank gets off the sol d stone
and cnto the gravel, -which is
ploughed up by the iron rollers at
end of the stageplatik. The Levee is
graveled from rear wall of Armour's
plant and the Fowler-Crumbough
boatstore down sixty feet to where
the *toile improvement ends. Cap-
tain James Koger want, the board of
works to have a brick pavement, fif-
teen feet wide, built from top of levee
down to where the stone work com-
mences, so that when the stageplank
end slides up and down the bank am
the river rises and falls the end sill
rest on this brick walkway, and there-
by prevent ploughing up the wharf
gravel between stone and top of hill.
This question as referred to City
Engineer Washington for investiga-
tion and report.
A huge thorn tree stands in the
center of what would he Madiaon
street -f extended from where it now
ends at Third, on down to the river,
through Dogtonn This tree ob-
itttlets the riser vie% of everybody
on Titird and Madison. looking to-
ward the Ohio. and the board granted
the request of Captain Mike Williams
that he be permitted to chop down
the treet. %stitch is public property of
no service
The condition of the gutter• on the
West side of South Second between
Adam. and Clark streets is very bad.
and the engineer was directed to sore
what could be done to put them in
better condition.
The hoard last fall awarded to
Thom is Bridges the contract of plac-
ing the new concrete culvert in Cross
Creek n here it is crossed tig rildwell
street near the Union depot. itt that
time while the culvert was being
built the old wooden bridge formerly
spanning the creek collapsed one
day. on account -of the ceint4 work
weakening the bridge •upporis. The
bridge had to be fixed up at coat of
$73 for a means for the people to
pass hack and forth while the enlvert
was being constructed. The board
fixed the bridge tip temporarily.. and
then held the $70 out when Bridges
was paid his money for laying the
culvert, his men being reiponsible for
the collapse. The contractor. yesterday
appeared before the board and
claimed he was not responsible. and
Ntembers Langstaff and Taylor voted
to reotrn his $70 to him. but President
Wilhe!m opposed it, and voted so.
The board ratified the permiasior
given by President Wilhelm for the
traction company to lay temporary
brick at Fifth and Broadway where
the double track work necessitated
some of the bittilithtc street being
torn up. Ilitulithic cannot he laid in
cold. weather. and when spring ar-
rives the temporary brick will be
taken oto and hittilithic toed in re-
placing the torn-up place.
The private contractors erecting the
Hotel Belvedere Annex on Broadway
near Sccond street %Tee ordered to
move the accummulations of trash
left on the street.
The board disettased thksatthiliort of
warranting Laundryman rivtila, Clark
tor building a "bay window," dulrotit
of his new atorehonse. On Broadway
betwerot First and Second streets in
violation of the regulations: which
prohibit windows of this character.
and for which he was refutiadltratis-
sion. The board laid the qtteStioo
over until the next meeting on ac-
count of the rush of business before
them this gathering. .
At 2:30 o'clock yesterday 'afternoon'
the board made a personal inspection
of the brick street and concrete, side-
walks on Second from Kentucky
avenue to Washington, and the•eon-
Crete pavements On IA'ashiligton from
Second to Third.' The work com-
pleted last week, being found prop-
erly done, was officially accepted sub-
ject to whatever repairs will have to
he made if any defects come to light
after the thoroughfare is cleaned of
the accummulations of trash left lying
'around at different points.
All members. of the board were
present yesterday, President Wilhelm.




TRUANT OFFICER WILL PROB-
ABLY NOT BE NAMED
UNTIL FALL.
Thtre Will be no Room for Addit-
ional Children Until After New
Building is Ready for Use.
'Although the trustees of the public
schools have set aside $600 to be used
this year paying the salary of a
truant officer, it is more than probable
that whoever is to take the place
will not be employed until next fall,
as there is no available room at pres-
ent in the school buildings to accom-
modate those children now out of
school, but who will be compelled to
attend the educational instittittont
after the officer commences work.
Until they Wave more rooms at their
di: posar the trustees are not so par-
t:colar about gathering up the chil-
Oren who do not attend and compel
them to attend school, because if ad-
mitted now these sincreased atten-
dances would over crowd the present
quarters to the extent that it would
militate against the advancement of
all pupil) happening to be surrounded
by these congested conditions.
When the new structure is finished
on North Twelfth street it will con-
tain eight rooms, but only four will
he put in use next year. The c
hit-,
cl:tn in that end of town being put in
05 rooms of the new structure will,
for this purpose, be withdrawn from
the Washington building , West
•Broadway, and also the Eighth and
Harrison street school, where they
How attend. This withdrawal will
leave more room at the two old places
and then the truant officer can start
•0 work, going over the city and find- 4
ing out what children of scholastic
ace are not attending the educatio
nal
beading% and compel them to enter
0-- study rooms, the state laws giv-
ing this excellent authority.
Another duty the officer will per-
him will be to keep away from the
buildings children who are not com-
ptIled to attend, but who. in many
in•tances flock around the schools
and persuade those attending to come
away and play "hookey."
Ii the trustees decide to empla
t
the officer before next fall he will pt•
form all the duties except "round::,
'it," those of the proper age 
who
attend. lie can he getting
the names of the latter in the mean-
time and have things ready to start ,
timm th school when the next term
utirns next September. and plenty of




Will begin this -morning, and if you are looking for
bargains come down and be convinced that we are
giving the best tvalues over offered in this city
.• 1
i piece all wool serge, in tin, la 65c 3oo yards White Lawn wo
rth 6%c
seine for , a5c1 yard for  . 
. 5c
i lot Wool mixtures 40,,in. wide. a 5oo yards India Linon
, a za1/3c value
50x. value for • ., ' 25C for  . 
 ioe
3 piece wool mixture, figured, 40 in. 
.
18 pairs all Wool Blankets, tussIsnir
wide, soc and 75c value for 25C worth M.00 and $7.00
 for ...„14.75
1 piece Wool Covert, in Grey, a 75c. in pairs all Wool Blan
kets fOrrt-4
vclue for 25C worth $5.00 for $3.50
i piece Wool Crash, 44 in. wide, i lot all Wool Plaid Blanke
ts, assort-
worth 75c, for ' 39c ed colors, a $6.
00 value, in this sale
t piece Grey Whipcord. a Stag value 
fcr .. 
in this sale 49c Ladle,' W001 Hose wor
th 25c .
2 pioces Tan Cravenett, so in. wide, 
for . 1k pair
regular $/.25 value for  49c Ladies' W001 HOW
 worth 35C
3 pieces Cravenett, all wool. 54 in. 
for •  25C pair
wide, 11.5o value, for gac Ladies' Fleeced Ho
se worth 25c
: piece Grey Wool Suitina. so in. for 
 18c par
wide, $1.25 value for ... 75c L.acliss' Cashmere Gloves, 25c quality,
4 pieces Wool Plaid, 36 in. wide, 5oc for  tic
value, for 25c Ladies' Golf Gloves, worth
7
i lot Knab Veils, blue, tan and black,
23c 
for .2
north 5c, for 
•611csoilt
Any $1.25 value Broad cloth for  
1 lot Men's Undershirt, and Drawers,
olic
t lot heavy Skirting worth 15c and 
mow 39c
2st. for  toe
i lot Cottern Plaids, worsted effects, value leleoce linet
Whit.
. "wown'rth 4°54)cin.a iwgiadr7in5Ct.a toe value for Sc 
125ic
15 pieces Outing Flannel, toe value 
i lot Slightly soiled Embroidery IOC.
for . . ..... . .. .... 7%c 
121/sc and isc value for . . 71/2c
15 pieces Flanletts worth in. and 
i lot Slightly soiled Embroidery, soc,
it1/2c, your choice 61/4c 
65c and 7sc value for 25c
3oo yards India Lino's, a toe value 
i lot slightly soiled Embroidery, 25c.
for .. a:: 35c 
and 40 value for  15c
-
Soc.





THE QUARTERLY FIRST BATCH O
F MANY
INSPECTIONS 
SUITS TO BE INSTITUTED
MR. HARRY MEYERS STARTS
OU' ON HIS TRIPS
TODAY.
The Illionis Central Pay Car Turned
Loose Thousands of Dollars-
Inland Floods.
CITY SOLICITOR YESTERDAY F
MANY HUNDREDS OF ACT!
CUTED AGAINST PEOPLE W
MUNICIPAL TAXES-TOOK
TO GE" LITIGATION IN SH
Alter many months of preparation
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr,
new in position to begin fil ng the
• many hundreds of suits he has bean
Mr. Harry Meyers. the jeweler. to- '
day leaves for the Si. Lou s division I
of the Illinois Central railroad, starts4
ing out on his quarterly tour to in- !
speet the timepiceio of the railroad
employe's, he being the official in-
spector. It takes him about ten days
or tsv a weeks to get over the terri-
tory, examining every watch of those
connected with the train sersice in
any manner between here and Car-
bondale. Ill.. Golconda, Ill.. Cairo,
Fulton, Ky., and Central City
K.
Employes Got Money.
The pay car for the Illinois Cen-
tral came in yesterday and paid off
the employes. wlfch resulted in the
trtail stores keeping open last night
for,benefit of that trade. The ear to-




The railroad men running nto this
dity front Southern Illinois report
diat niich of the water has disao-
ware.] tit the lone places over in that
cio.aintri and conditions are getting
better, after a general- flood , of the
low Wands.
eise
inoructed by the municipal legisla-
tive ;soar& to institute against par-
ties rovning property in the city. and
on which the municipal taxes have
nut :Acri pad for the past fsoy years.
• lie lodged his first hat.-11 of acti
ons
,1
yesterday in the circuit court. and an-
nounces that every few days these
will be followed with other batches
until he gets all lodged in the court.
'There are several hundred pieces of
p perty on which taxes have not
b en paid since toot, and last slim
mer the general counci directed 'he
solicitor to bring snit and compel the
owners of the property to pay the
raspective sums due from them. At
the tame time the council entered
into an agreement with Judge E. H.
I'uryear as-hereby the latter was to
get from the county clerk's records
a 'description of every pieces of
ground on which the taxes had not
been paid. There are about 700 pieces
altogether, and the judge has had
severill copyists at work for Some
months at this undertaking, which is
row ;dant completed. The sorcitor
has had many blank suits printed and
fills them with the names of the de-
ILED THE FIRST OF THE
ONS THAT WILL BE PROSE-
HO HAVE NOT PAID THEIR
MANY MONTHS' PREPARATION
APE FOR INSTITUTION.
irclutling the amount of
:axes due, the years .for which thor
are due. and a description of tbc
property, which he asks the court to
•Anier sold so the amount due the
inunicipal government can be realized
therchy. Every few days for the next
month he will lodge a batch of them,:
cctanos until there is instituter. lit Ra-
tion zorainst every person owing the
ely !lace.
Die io-ndle filed yesterday sere
against the following parties, showing
the motint and year for which na
oayment has been im.cle:
I'. G. Johnson. $35.76 for 1904-15;
CI•ar!otte Forshee, $4.58 for toot;
!ztoniot $6.56sfor igio3; W. W.
l and Ida ts hite, $8.t i for !Wm; George •J. .7./oore. $56.o5 for 1903-4; Eli Lail.M; '...h
Reid. /133.10 for tgo.t-os; Stoke :'.
I oayne. $63.92 for tgo4-c5; Georg" and,
`1 Katterjohn, $33 for too,;-o4:
ak ilium 1. Graves, $.4t a for 14,15 '
W. I:. Champ,m, ay..St for Two
Paulin! Meyers, $6.o3 f.-r toot: da
watd • Pullea, $5.39 for zno3: Ge-tr./r
Skelton. $16.09 for tow; B. Cart-.
wright. $16.t5 for too3; F. M. Me-
Gathers.. $7.34 for toot: Louis °beta '
Brewery, $49.fla for two; Louis Clark,
$46.42 for 1903: Thomas E. Lewis. •
$5.38 for too3: Ben %Vedic. 856 for .
190.4-05; II. J. Foreman. $3‘.6o for .
I903: John Roby. $3•47 for 1903: H. .
Cowles. $14.87 for twat; M. Bonerman
and I. S. Troutman. $to.92 for
too4-o5; Leah Johnson. $33.68 fur
tgo4-05. -
-In reorganizing the Three-T ,
ball league, there teas left out Dar.
ville, Ill., who wanted to get in. She
was "shanghicd" on a.ceount of bring
in the Kitty eagtot territory and it/ •
would cost • the Thre:••1 money to
annex her.
-The upiforms for the new police
men have arrived and are now- being, '
worn by them. 
• I
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
Pay rent Vacant lots In all parts of the
 city. Nice lots on ths
proposed car extension on Sroad to union depot and 
on Aloe
streets from Ss° to $sso each. Buy now on install
ment plan
while cheap. Tris Is the highest ground ln the city. 
Property hi
anvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE it MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
"" L Bard D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phon
e Os.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for WiSitehall and
 Agatite Cement
"Ire KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CWNNINGHAM
•










County Work a 
Specialty.










Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
_
C. MANN1N6 SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
.523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





ti.T. River, NI, I),
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Revidence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
!RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
iOnlimided Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.50 each, without
meals; $2 oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulerrs see





j. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOIJItNOY & REED
LAWYERS.










OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S t
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114, Fraternity Building.






EXPLOSIONS OFTEN DO TEl
WORST DADIACIE.
• Very Interesting List of Disas-
ters Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident, whieh of its kind la
probably unique, occurred in April,
1901, during • fire at Portland, Me.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 gal.
lona of crude petroleum, says the
trait Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
Scatter Lee a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpoos, and ridding the tank.
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a are engine to cause a fire
seems the very height of irony. Yet
such a case actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The an-
glae in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into a motor for
Gen-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished there was a call from Kesepsey
Wiese where a farm was on Am,
Sal the engine, la spite of its Meow
pints condition, started.
No Spilt protector having bean
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
Ire to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
water-tube of the motor brust and the
salucky engine came to • complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
some of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
of firs accidents comes from Caveats-
saw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
a farm sitting room, barked at a oat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a tabla,
apsettinn a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain.
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blase, sprang through
the window and rushed Into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned In his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident_
A boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, it' contents catching tire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping door of the sulphate
room.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the names and the wall, seised
a ladder and, taising it to the win-
dow, sprang up it Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and Wore
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor num fail
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of their fireproof safes had
tared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matches was Intact, and a
silk handkerchief was sot even dis-
colored.
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Griesheint, In
flierniany. The explosion took place in
the Griesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously tLe whole
building was in names
Fire engines came galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall trent their seats. Spec.
tators running after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, Involving fresh buildings and
I even crossing the river into the vil-lage of Schwanheim. What had hap
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dit
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had tilled the air with a gas of so
• terribly poisonous a nature that those
I who came within its deadly Influence
were suffocated it once. Pinot-one
dead and three times that number in.
jured was the result of that terrible
arse
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of soetipulous justice toward each oth-
er and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would corn-
mit In supporting, or even permittIn&
if she could prevent, the driving of
--o the occidentals from China would cer
tainly be looked on as unpardonable
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken For one thing, at the very start, says
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phi:int 120
Residence 8to Broadway.
Phone r4g.
The Chine,,c at Singapore, to the
tiumber of i8o,000, have resolved to
discontinue the practice of public an-
cestor worsh D. including feasts and
public processions,, and to devote the
gnoncy tilts saved, estimated at Stoo,-
.00o a year, to porpo.ses.
the New York Times, it would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government wend be forced
to regard such an offense not merely
as a failure in friendliness but as an
act of flagrantly hostile Import And
her grievance, though greater In d•
gree. would be of precisely the same
kind MI that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
es.w you punishing your boy to.
day What was it all about?"
"I caught him in a lie."
"WI, well, you can't expect a boy
to tell the truth all the time."
"I know, but when he doesn't teD
the truth I sant him to be bright
enough net to be caught at 11.."—(ALla.
oh!Iiitandard and Times.„ _
trig of alcohol has been the. spirit of
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have been
carefully studying the effects of alco
hrlic liquors upon the various organs
of the body. and. altho-igh they differ is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who have
meat closely followed these investige
tons have, almost or entirely, abjure.:
alcoholics as a necessary part of theli
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced man)
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the Imagination, ana
belong to.the errors of an age which bac
tici facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits, it is now believed by many au
thorities. are destroyed in the process ol
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many. who class it among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect.
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1885 and 1857 vent-
son was as cheap as beef In the fall
the choicest cuts seting for 121/2 cent/
a pound, while wild tarkeys could be
had for 75 cents each when tame tur-
keys no larger sold for, a dollar. Brant
at wild geese were bard to get rid of,
as no One liked their meat. There
:was little fishing, not nearly so good
as now, and the flab were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
head of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
park came from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned up In a
pestle's lot —Anthony Republican.
nil:mg° Salt Hanshese
Along the central part of the Congo
river there are a number of salt
marshes. The Africans dig shallow
boles in these, whence issue streams
se not water which, on being eesp
irrs.ed.neeres • re-lloce of _
RUIN THE PICTURES MUST HAVE DIMPLES. tdron Directory Compao
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN- WHEN
CAMERA IS WORKING.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mow-
ing Picture Artists Are Die- ,
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
Interfered with by the buttinskis, ani
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the Incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It Is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-In habit, for
when they see anything unusual comrn
lug off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proetedIngs.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhippine scene.
The first part of the set was may
enough to get It was • scene in •
restaurant. In which a pretty girl,
seated at • table a !Mho distance away
from another table at which a frolic.
some man with a nomely wife is din.
MIL. falls to making goo-goo ayes a
t
the man.
"The second scene, In which I se
ranged to have the norsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restau
rant. We'd got police permission to
take the pictures, and I had two ot
three men stationed in front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was la
progress,
"When everything was all set and
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirta-
tious girl—the lash looked like rattan.
but it was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
"First • big vanplgan of • man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he didn't believe in seep
lug no woman stinging another worn'
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
bring Informed that the thing was
arty a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"Ile took the gibes of the crowd sout-
h,. at that, and looked to be In so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
bits down the street
When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once mo-e going on a scrawny
h:Acheefaced woman, who had just
1cined the outer circle of the crowd,
sr d who wasn't up to what was corn
irg off, rushed into the scene with s
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started In to rough-
house them both for their 'Indecency
In fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed It
on didn't call for anything li
ke that
I bad It arranged that after the whip
pang had proceeded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
wris te rush in and attempt to sep
irate the two women, when his wife
wes to turn on him with the lash, cans
lug him to skidloo down the stree
t
The girl with the goo-too eyes was t
o
seize the whip from the other worn
.
en's hands and 7:ort in to get hunk
for the cuttint, she'd received, the
scene ending op that way."
CETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Mod.
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COX.
Of Louisville, KentuckyPIXIE WITHOUT THEM
There Are Establishments That Make
• Specialty of Providing This Branch Office inNow Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented eaLl
kir dimples," said the beauty maker,
according to the New York Sun. "There
was a time when there was no demand
at all for them, but now we are kept
busy supplying them.
"Women flock into our establishment
demanding dimples, and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
server all dimples might seem alike, but
there is really great variety in them.
"Of all iiimples that on the chin Is the
moat noticeable and beautiful. Ones
von a time It was the popular belief
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
"They are like French waves and false
teeth. You can have thank If you want
them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
difIlcult feat.
"You must cut into the flesh with •
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the chin Iteals there will
be • littie dent or scar, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me in great
distress She had met with as accident
which had inflicted a jagged cut b her
akin.
"'My good looks are ruined for life,'
abe gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured her
Etat she would be all right in a :ow days.
" "You will be even better looking than
before,' I said to her.
"She galled faintly and went away.
two weeks later she returned. The
wound had heeled and in Its place there
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
"'I am delighted,' said she, 'for 1 =a
thousand times better looking than I
was tioseere.'
"It la the style Dow to have • dimpled,
sincere, beseeching look; and It is r'its
fashion to look rather grave Instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
sturt to perform in the dimple line, but
pp to date there have been many sue
comes and no casualties reported.
"In Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. They take an electric is-
struniest and press It into the fleck
without, however, breaking the skin.
Then they turn on the current.
"There is • mild shock They re.
;teat this again and again, always mak•
Mg the dent deeper, until after • 111114
the flesh has formed a habit There sa
a dimple in the chin.
"This is only useful for tbe chin. and
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated la
this way.
'Where cheek dimples are desired
there is a more complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped out the fate
'you will discover that there are dimples
In the cheeks. Make your cheeks plums
and somehow there will appear the
magic twit:Mine spots.
"There should be dimples on the bards
as well as on the face. To be alluring
bands must lie idly on your lap. The,
must be white and fat, and there MINI
be a row of dimples along the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no rings at all. Hinge somehow make
thWiKds look old. They are like leers
anIre3norate dress. They add to one%
age.
"To be* pretty you must have slot
teeth. They must be white and eves
and there must be no gold visible. Tbea
you must haves pair of very red lips.
"White lips mean a poor circulation,
and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
and a habit of compressing the mouth.
You must have a fine, smooth skis.
which can be obtained by treating the
skin every night tenth a good skin food,
anti you
Another potent factor in the dethron 
must baie a pair of clear. sett
eyes.
"The eyebrows Hoist be nice. If one Is
to be good looking, and to make there
beautiful one must treat them every
night with an eyeorow grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great 'teal of time to them.
"The fare shoull be slightly ova)
shaped, something like an egg. with the
small part of the egg at the chin. Loot
at your face and see If It Is egg shaped_
"If it Is round you must reduce it a
little. If It Is square :MU 'nest massage
along the lines; or th- chtn to take awe,
those square lines. Tf it Is long and nar-
row you must plump It out.
"And don't forget that you meet he 74
dimples. for dimples are the style t..ir




For the Convenience of otys patrons and the citizens of 
Paducah,
have placed copies of the directories o I the cities named below in the
ing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited tO
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABIf
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE
STATES.
































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
Tipa in Department Stores
The tii ping evil is growing in New
York, despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents
The latest class to demand tips are clerks
In department stores. According to an
expe.lenced shopper, the woman who
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
ing palm of the girl who waits on her
will obtain poor sercice in some stores
Akin to this lathe store "graft" on which
many clerks figure as a regular addition
to their income. This is the change left
neer from purchases at odd prices, such
as $1.42, 1,67, etc. Usually it only
amounts to two or three cents, but very
Many persons give the seller $1.50 or
nLS, and go away without wafting for
the change. This often amounts to a
considerable sum in the course of a day.
Sometimes it even amounts to "white:
money." as silver Is called, and adds
materially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Christmas card
was made in 11146, very few were sent
till the year 1162. Then the fashion •
came In of sending cards the size of
visiting cards, Inenriberl simply vt.taat.
Mot • '....t.Tnr llin*' e.i Li
I
Healthy EMI? Rooms
Good plumbing means I t
good health and this corn-
biped with modern sanitary I.
fixtures he!pe to keep the dosttor ouh,,,
of your house. Vilmidessr Porcelain"
Enameled plumbing ixturrs make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
lf you intend making bath room his-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, proenpc service and attetitiOU 00
mane: how small or how large your job.
E D. HANNAN.
Both Phones sat 13a St. gib.
From Isaac Shelby to I. C. W. Beckham
sionol:wi ALL or meeseenim
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE 
The First Thee Their PicteresJisee Emir
Been Punished. FRE
The r rea i n To.4 has fr,r .rears - Ames...wed to error* piettere. .4 .11 Elm
CkVerrt,•11% an,' has at last succeeded fa set ruts them through the asasstance of the
tacky ntat Huitnrical society. •
In order to place these pictures in a permanent hen, they have heels arvanaretf
arroyo in an apetesdat• Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latest moms. metur4
all the pre..kients of the totted Staten Ruler. and Plans of all nations. steamship r
ti‘t kill data. himory of the Rtuwoq•pan War, aim late maps ef the Vaned states.
ama Canal. lamer, and Western Hemisphere. reports of the last three national
and much other historical information. 1111
This unique one valuable Atlas Is PRBB ta ALL EVEN111400 MIRROR
If see sew a subscribes send 134,3 for a fell year's subscription by mail or $i o. fo
'South's indiactiptvon. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the '
serlption T Hs* by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Evening Post publishes six or more editions laity and the latest edition law
each reader accort:ing to the time that It will reach them.
The Freeing Post is first in everything and ha• the moat State news and
market reports. '
F:r s1 Cie people and againat the grafter.
Independent always.
Fiat the Home.
Zip El/ruing root. LOUISVILLE. icy.
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.




















































ju sample any other per-
urne n town and then procure
he me odor from us. You'll
e is a great difference.
HERE'S A REASON." We
ow how to buy perfumes.
e know how to store per-
mes. We know how to show
u perfumes. Our knowledge
these requisites ds what mi-
le as to give you perfumes
t have not detonated since










ecause it irons smoothly, not
h.
Seemed.
e button leeks, or 'tad
es match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
ironed perfectly and with-
Warr
Feeereii.
It irons either stilt or pleated
togas like new, end the
hump" so often seen is mise-
r
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
stadia( es rear lawndry.
Star Laundry
NOTICE
Prices Paid ter Second-Hand
AND FURNITURE
anything sad sell everythasit.
Court Iltfessi um
is Fransiola
NO WAGON IN CONNEC
TIM
W IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHB PLACE
I AH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED




is sad Tennessee River Pack-
ny-the cheapest and bee
sion out of Paducah.
Nov..
flflFiiteM kip Is
Uu Isinessee river& islarl
Is a trip of inculcate, covidoc
rest; good service, good tabl
roams, etc. Boats leave each
esday and Saturday at 5 .. at
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STENOGRA7HERS' ENGUSK1
Some of Their Blunder. Make 1111
Employer's We a Burden-'-
A Few Instances.
In some steuograPhic sysms ass
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslaUon of one of these aigna
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
lisart-oore," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "Thermo(
was but transient, though," was hardly
recognizable as "The rammer was
trains end through." • rear-mid wi-
ned°, was evidently in that girl', mind.
"As manna fol Lb. Jess," was in-
geniously tortured by another young
woman into "As mamma fed the jays,"
Yet she was • Sunday school Wacker.
"Plays, creeps and laugh,,. the leap-
esnt.," crooned the mak one day, mouth-
Lag the opening linee of some projected
baby verses. When the tYPeeirii-ef
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
innocentn' be scanned her visage
He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelys
was heard calling for aesistance." and it
some out: "The vice of Dr. Jos/ Lama
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so-paseed oa," was ale-
toted, and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
palmed. one," would it have been Wien
to credit We girl at the macbine vita
aa elementary knowledge of ganthiliag?
Occasionally a new beast or bird is
liscoversd by the typewriter, thus:
-The sea-quail was, etc.," the intanUon
being "the sequel was. etc." This was in
inlet with a blunder made by this smart
girl, wbo bad avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of -agate:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers 'hatched up • Pretty
squirrel." instead of their basing
'patched up a petty quarrel."
Having ooafessed that once upon a
time she lad been a waitress in a populaz
restaurant, the reiiikilf is clear why
Inii•t the males of the dyseety" was
clicked out: "First, the teals of the
dilacenny." sounds like • "mad*
up." but it is fearful tau.
"The president sas beard with ac-
claim," dictated the man. -file present
was hard with a enini." was *hat tbe
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
she toarfulli bunted for Isar DOWD.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTri.
Aged Parents sad Small BrotLens
and Sister* Left In. the
Villages.
It Is largely as a remelt of the unpre-
eeJented loss of half Rs populatios in
half a century that the present condition
of rurel Ireland is so laterestiug &study.
says Plunamer F. Jones, in American
mouthly H,eview of Reviews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland cf to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 61 )es.rs ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former In-
t/wine cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats
are now turned out in grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been louthed. and in their
place can be beard the lowing of cattle
and the tickling of steep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change--more remark-
able since the signs of former possession
and cult Ration are still so evident. For
60 years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the ho. and
spade and emigrating to America lean-
lug behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they In turn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people, send vast country
sections that once te•attd with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of bard
labor. Indeed, one of the most striking,
and at the same time most melancholy,
sights in rural Ireland to-day is the us-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
absent-niitndedly about the roadways of
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of 'semi-deserted villages.
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone to seek their fortunes in the
wesL Not one in a hundred of them will
ever return to hoe and spade the !way
Old Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous campaige
caricatures mike your wifehiegry?"
"Xo," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying tbem carefully
she has concluded that I am not near-
ly as homely as I might be."-Wash-
ington Star.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine hos-
pitals are much sought after by nurses
in South Africa. Niarly all the Johan•
nesburg mines hay their private been
Otitis, the matrons of which are well
paid and 21.41c Nzatvw.pie ageglatenta.
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results B&W,
to Have Been Obtained from
CollangoL
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cess:el treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collaugol." a silver solution.
Be writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in •
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save Uzi life of the patient
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, ft
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations few rendering sliver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered wIthia
the Last few years. The anUeeptic prop
arty of silver has bag been known,
for lostance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
Latersally. It's use, however, has been
'Dry limited. Based upon this known
oda( successful experiments have been
made by some noted phyalcians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
awl nun-poisonous silver In suppurative
dkusease, as, for instanos, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
bears.
ideembrugger, of Loutkirch, has
now used oollangol in appendicitis. as
Intereally and externally. This
Vestment. .4:cordial' to his statement
Li the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weakly Review, Ma yielded ez-
traardlnarlly good results. Within two
se three days after treatment a decided
Improvement was noticeable in incipl-
eat Gams. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
sioer-often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
Excepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which canoe under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. H.
Maims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that be is
justified in stating that every cam of
sopeadIcitle, if early diagnueed, be it
emir so acute and malignant, can be
oared with collangui without resorting
Li doe knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy It is very
preamble that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be sale to dispense with a timely.
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the MOOD to
slake a real criticism possible At all
events, his statemeats deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, It cannot
yet be stated bow long the cure will teat
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as Is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Didan-
kalia''
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
liaLice of tharrime When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
T. most persons the phrase -This In
denture witnesseth" is as much Give:
as the common phrase "Witnees my
hand and seal." Yet Lath are reiks of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with thorn a significance not ob-
thialng at present
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was rldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this ludent
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the pbrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal'' is a relic of those old
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties te
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re
znained a smudge As these original
thumb marks were not easily idedti
fled, the gentry added ;heir seals for
the purpose of further establisblug the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of education,
sad the bit of red paper mined by the
lawyer Is as neceesary as the segue-
ture to certain documents.
A court of law Is a reminiseence of
the time when justice sat in the open
court yard. and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle
while, while the "bar" is a Welsn word
meaning a branch of a tree weed to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bencii
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, las been
retained.
His Profession.
"What du you do for a living' Wbat
is your trade or profession?" asked the
lodge of the prisoner.
el am, your honor, a pharmaccoce-
tagraphologist." His honor threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was all
right, meaning a writer of prescsip-
tIons. Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the world is
round" asked the school teacher
"Because we know it isn't square,"
promptly replied the toy who had been
absorbing knowleOgit aboUt_gralt sal
COL LS GROW FA1
soon A?ti tering the "Prostates"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness,
ln $ couple of months from now,"
said a woman who was matron at s
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing ooe complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes won't It
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vacs"
tion by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
-The food is always palatable. nour-
ishing, and of the best, and even the
Most finicky maiden learns to sal
tivieribliiit- I have seen girls who
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal and oaken a few
weeks later,
'And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with ideate
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have midnight spread' of
:ndigestibles is a wroag one. Such
Mints belong to a boarding school, but
Dot to a women's college.
there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights must be out at tee
o'clock, and that means Might boars
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump'
ass of the this.
"(bilege gins stay indoors Gni)
when they have to, and plenty of free%
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physican
IT, and each freshman is examined
that she may get the exercise she most
seeds.
"Under all these conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
end this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course. Even the
thinnest girl finds she can wear •
deoollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat girls find their superfluous Beall
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girls
are always happy, awl every woman
grows fat when she is happy."
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profession
La History Who Belonged to
That Race.
An interesting surrey of Jews to
members of our profession is to be ob-
tallied from a little work entitied
"Judiscbe Aerzte lend Hu tetanus@ all
ea. Judentum," which, says the Med
ical Record, has been Issued by Dr.
Simon Scherbel. One of the most
tromlnent of the earlier personages
mentioned Is Cbasdat who became a
salaister under the Calif Abdul-Rah'
man III., and did much to establisk
the position of the Jews among tbs
kloslems in Spain during the tenth cen-
tury, as well as to foster the study o1
the Talmud in that country. Jebads
Haler'. who lived 10:hkears later, was
a busy physician was also the
author of distinguished practical and
philosophical works. The crest
Malmonides of Cordova is includet
Moon& the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created what
is almost a new Talmud, and allege,
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished
make him his court physician, in spits
of the edicts of Popes Engenius. Niele
olas and Calixtus that Christian.
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain many years before they were
practically the only prectitioners o
medicine. Someebat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician I
Jew, Bonet de Latest, who subsequentit
became attached to the court of Louis
X. The edict against Jewish physt
clans was finally raised by Sixtus V.
iargely at the instigation of two thes
celebrated physicians, David de Porno
and Ella Montalto. In the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mendel,
sohn's efforts In behalf of his corm
ratriots were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Marcus Herz, whe
contributed much toward the elevation
of the Jews In Germany. In still
more recent time Ascher. Steinheim
Erter and Johann Jacoby have been
prominent, and the author closes his
enumeration with the widely known
names of Strassmann, Neumann,
Baginsky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The o'estmoreiand hills are the re.
mains of an infinitely older world-
giants decayed, but of a great race and
ancestry; they have the finksh, the
dslicate or noble lovelinets-one might
almost say the manner-that comes of
long and gentle companionship with
those chief forces that make for vat-
oral beauty-with air anu water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
rains. Beside them the Alps are in-
human; the Apennines. mere forest
grown beaps--mountains in the malt.
tag; while all that Scotland gains from
the easy enveloping glory of its heath,
er, Westmoreland, which is almost
heatheriess, must owe to an Infinitude
of fine strokes, tints, curves and group-
Mg*, to touches of magic and to lines
at grace, yet never losing the wile
energy of precipice and rock that be-
longs of right to a mountain %arid.-
Century,
Mammoth Moth.
Tile lingo,: moth known i.s 'he Giant
&Ude, found in Chins,the wings of
ailak gtIuw mvaclua ar.rask
RICH MAN IN THE ARCTIC.
Young Englishman of Means on Ex-
ploring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred II. Harrison started last
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the nefehborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup-
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a west number
of arctic islands to the north of this
continent But the weetern part o1
this region has not yet beeu explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 mile*
of sea to the west of Prince Patrick
Island and Dante Landing where not
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through thi
middle of this region without steins
laad until she got north of the Nee
Siberia islands, where she disoorere?
three islands. No reason Is knows
why there should not be other islands
and Harrison's purpose Is, if Possible
to Sad new lands, ebeuld any exist is
this part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage oval
most explorers and that Is that he I.
a man of mean'. All he had to de
was to select his field of work, settle
the bills for his outfit, and go on his
way.
lie is bearing the whole expense*
himself. except that he received • loam
of scientific instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
used by a south polar expeditios
were presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
hazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that he may be able to add
eontething at least to our knowledge
of title unknown area. He is an me
perienced traveler, and has trained
himself very thoroughly to carry out
his work on scientific lines, lie has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to buy dogs of the Eskimos
to the Mackenzie delta.
According to our pleseent knowl
edge, it is doubtful if the more north-
ern arctic waters in this region coo-
lain any islands. Not tar north et
Fraez Josef Land Dr. Nanten came
upon a sea with poundings of 2,0G0
fat betas
It is believed that this deep sea ex.
'eels over the whole ef the north
pear an et to within 100 or 10 mikes
of the continents. It this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
ca the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms.
If Harrison discovers new Islands, the
prohnbillty is that he will find them
elthiu 200 miles of the coasts of
Nerds America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Humane vcunrs Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpleasant net:-
sate:se.
The young woman was about to take
s ride In a nab She was evidently a
Dement, young person, because, when
the driver of the vehicle brought it ai
ti•zr signal, she proceeded to question
him, relates the Baltimore Newt
"His your boom done much work to-
day?" she asked.
-kies just come out of his stable,
tady," replied that person, mends,
Cously.
The girl telt the quadruped's sides
• red.otlueseeing to be very warm." she
vet 
"Yessum: his stable's warm. Hess
iteap more comfortable trotting &bum
then be it in tits box stall."
The young eoneels peered at hi'
hoofs,
Are hie shoes all right" she asked
"Sere," said the driver. -We
have a veternary who shoes the
terses every morning before they
come out of the slaLie, and every
evening before they go in."
"Is he very old?" faltered the girt
gingerly proddian the horse's' lip in
e. vain attempt to see his teeth.
"That bnes ain't uothing more'n a
wit, miss, resoondee the driver. se-
riously. "lie ain't teen in harneo
moren a year. But he has the sweet
disposition fur sure, and he's a.
steady as an old boss, lie's tt regulai
kitten for geutieness and spirits."
The young woman smiled as on.
rho feels that she has done all she
tan in the cause of humanity. "Well,'
she said, "don't drive fast," and
stopped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate it is to
Lake these S. P. C. A. ladies a-riding,'
confided the driver in a growl to a fel
low cabman as he adjusted Isis reins
"Every time I try to make this oil)
orate trot a bit now she'll be poking
up the trap and a-screaming at his.
I sure do hope his shoes'll stay on till
I get her wherever she's a-going."
Friends
DOG PROUD OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
There Is a dog in Augusta \with
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravs.e
and is very proud of his apparel, seem.
lusty, being very much distressed anti
ashamed whenever his Duey master
does not have time to rig him up In
his clothes, reports the Augusta (GAS,
Chroalcle. 1
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
coiling at a blacksmith shop on EI:uss
street, near the city ball, where they
san be introduced to him by his met-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
one stops to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze Intently
at each speaker and joyously wag his
tail when complimented upon his AIM
pearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ca-
nine pet "in all points like as we art."
But he certainly devised the dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail ts
waning. The est of his coat is after
the latest mode-has pockets, too-
the collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else he
whines piteously. After he has been
clothed according to his usual custom
his joy knows no bounds, son he cins-
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tali. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of mop
raged indignation at their Immod-
esty.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seam
to Have done Spiritua:ly
to Sleep.
--
"Pagan Hook" is the name now ea.
toyed by the quiet little village at
Hook, which is situated souse three
miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
th: lost in indifference is this %Use's
that the vitae. the Rev. W. M. Nag-
'well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish in despair, says a recent Lo"
don report
"I have worked hard here for nearly'
three years." staid the vicar, in an too
tarview, "and it seems largely in eaten
I have spoken to the people personally
and have implored them to rouse bar
church, but they will not do O.
"No effort, either spiritual or ms-
tenet, no concert, whether biglt-claele
or extremely 'popular.' no branch et,
church activity ,hat I have been abA
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to chureh
"There is • population of 1,700 peo-
ple, but many of them absolutely mi-
nute to attend church. In fact, only
200 out of the 1.700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Um* people.
"The fact is that the village is spire
Rutin,. asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They'
have simply gone to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab-
'tents of "Pagan hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earliest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tlemen to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced tense'
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was "trying on," relates the Prov-
idence Journal, stuck three pins in
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar-
manta for gentlemen for winter wear
this year will come in the fur-linen
overcoat We have been driven to it
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent collar
of a $16 ready-mede topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, that
k Ile the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat.. We shall make the collar of
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the coal, or el
velvet, cut a little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat
this season. They were always amps
geitive of the crushed tragedian."
"How will people know that 'dressy'
ane wealthy gentlemen have tur-lined
coats?" inquired the custodian, anxl,
Lowly.
-They will carry them inside out on
their Arms," replied the precise tailor..
Not the Clam.
Clam diggers are predicting a cold'
winter because the clams are burrow-
ing deep. Just Ivey a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weedier than human beings is not
clear. Some animals may be credited
with superior instinctive impressions-.
for but not a clam -Washington Star.
tell you what It is. there Is
,sothing like having lots of friends. exchange of Confidences.
Winks-1 oresume not. Husband ((twine the honeymoon)-
.1:eke-No, sir. As soon as I lose a I`was awfully nervous when I pro.
job my friends go all around hunting posed to you. I was afraid you
a n TIC place for me so as to save me wouldn't accept me.










A i:YOU CAN'T TRIFFLE
t WITH SICKNESS
• complicated prescription, a drink as
of Soda or simply want to buy a
*r• iooth brush, you will receive the if1









The steamer City of Memphis got
out yesterday for the Tennessee riv-
She-rental,* up that stream ountil
„d '.16n ayinight.
a, IThis "rniair at 8 o'clock the
3Q•OS.C:titaitiler v.'s out for
Cairo a
0 
4,.citracts back tonight about
.11 00-Mbige 111.11.Alt.•
The Buttorff went to Nashvile yes-
. 
and comes back next Sunday,
departing for Clarksv lie.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tonight






* Lee will pass up to-
nd for Cincinnati from
Memphis.
The Pet Frs Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and real:lies here Saturday on
tier way tits Misitsphls.
The Joe howler went to Evansville
:.esterday and comes hack tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkins may be fin-
i‘hed tomorrow at the Mound City.
Ill., marine ways, and if so, she will
.eonie here d rect to resume her trade
nut of Paducah to Evansville..
441410414011411••••••••••••••11111111
• •
• PERSONAL MENTION. •
•
*11tOltilt*************60.1*••••
• .-Captain E. R. Dutt left last night
,cf6r Evansville on business.
194-.Utittel. True S. James of Evansville
•, (-mu% next week to visit her sister.
Mrs. George Powell of Fountain av-
• Misses Jessie and Jennie Folz ltave
today for New Orleans and San An-
town, Tem.
Mr, and Mrs. Aubrey Thompson of
%Vast Broadway have gone west to lo-
cate.
Messrs. William J. Gilbert and Ed-
'die Clark left yesterday for St. L-011111
on business.
Lieutenant Wm. Reed of the main
recruiting office at Evansville. will ,r-
00101:4;sotrke tomorrow to receive into tl.e
',nice the enlistments secured at th
:ducah branch by Ssrgeant Bl.ke.
MENDING A BROKEN SPINE
Doctotx Sanguine of the Final Re-
covery of sn Aged Patient.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. t3.—The re
stilt of a remakable operation per-
formed in the Medico Chirurgical
• pital by Dr. Ernest La Ilscc is ex-
pected to be a complete restoration of
tetillatatiut and Motion of a patient nr.w
extended helpless on a watzr wattress
with h ; !sack broken in two places
and wi ' the lower part oi his bogy
maple v paralyzed. The case is
the r •. remarkable because the
patient • rs'i years old and so weak
as the --lilt of his injury that the
most ic administration of saline
solue oxj.gen .were necessary
• !im from sinking under
• ; ,te o-
Tt. • se op.”.a.t on consi,ted in
the - ' ..f :botit fifteen particles
t 41i se i! hone. which were press.
the f•pinal cord. The
'T.:: successfully withstood
it is proposed to insert
'oe a number of silver
• 4)41' the place of the 
frac-
ture/ ..siintercil vetebrAr. Dr.
La - every confidence that
the 1". r-e recovery of the aged
paties.
Richard Wiggins, driver
for ',tractor. While driving
• ti- ion out of a yard at
Fite ! Filbert streets his
boe between the scat and
the • ,,f the gate and he was
hen dpitble. His- spine was
•







In emergencies, prompt, exact,
careful and intelligent service is
imperative.
Our large patronage preves that
we are giving just this kind of
Service.
Whether you order the most 40
M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE'
14 FOURTH & BROADWAY
4— T 'ears the risk of at-
•ftr,r the hand he holds
will A 'ti ceed in the -game of
life. Ir 1 at
ok 
Pt- ' t.s.irins when men realize
•that ..11 and virtue in the world
;were not cornered by their ances-
tot a.
LITERARY FEAST WILL BE
PRESENTED BY WOMAN'S CLUB
PROFESSOR S. H. CLARK, ON E OF THE MOST RENOWNED
SPEAKERS OF THE COUNTRY, WHO WILL BE GREETED
BY CROWDED THEATRE — CONFEDERATE VETERANS
HAVE FINE PROGRAM FOR ROBERT E. LEE CELEBRA-
TION—MRS. MARIE MOSS WHEAT ADDRESSED FEDERA-
TION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS AT OGDEN, UTAH—MANY SO-
CIAL EVENTS.
The literary department of The
Woman's club, under chairmanship of
Mrs. Frank Paraliam, is gradually
completing its arrangements for ap-
pearance here at The Kentucky, the
evening of 'Nfiarch act, of Professor S.
Clark, of the "public speaking" de-
partment of the Upiversity of Chi-
cago. one of the leading institution 
of the world, and also one of the lead"
log Men connected w:th this character
of callitia.
Professor Clark will give a rendi-
tion of Stephon Phillips' romantic
drama, "Ulysses," and his technique
satisfies the most exacting critici;tn.
All those details of expression that
made true elegance of delivery are un-
erringly executed by him, and yet
withal made subservient to the
thought and feeling. Comment is not
on Professor Clark's tine voice and
graceful gesture, attributes unques-
tionably his, but in the intellectual
actinvoi, high interpretative ability,
and rare literary and aesthetic insight
wh ch he brings to bear in every se-
lection of his repertoire. Paducah
people are indeed to be congratulated
on the opportunity to enjoy so rare
an intellectual feast as has been in-
dulged in by the cultured and pro-
gressive everywhere over the country
through medium of the reno‘kne4
man. The indications are he will be
greeted here by one of the largest
audiences ever assembling for an oc-
*pion of this character
1.° Robert R. Let CelebratioN
Messrs. B. H. Scott. Joseph. Pot-
ter and John L. Webb of the James
T. Wlalbers camp of Confederate vei-
erans have arranged a fine program
for the entertainment to be it yen
Saturday evening at the Broadway
Methodist church in celebrating the
tooth anniversary of the birthday of
General Robert E. Lee. The spacious
auditorium of this handsome church
'kill be crowded with hundreds to par-
ticipate in the ceremonies commem-
orative of the birth of that dist ugly-
ished Southerner who lead so many
valiant charges during the Civil war
The program features include:
Prayer—J. R. Henry, II II.
llytn—"How Firm a Foundation"—
Choir.
Reading of General Lee's Farwell
Address the Confederate Army—
B. H. Seem.
Song—"Come Unto Me"—Choir.
Addre•s on the life and character
of General Robert E. Lee—Rev. W.
T. Boling. 1). D.
Song—"Fr All the Sa nts. Who
From Their Labors Rest."—Choir.
Presentation of Crosses of Honor
by the U. D. C.—Mrs. V ctoria
Thompson.
Response—U. C. V.—R. J. Barber.
Benedicrion—W. E. Cave, D. D.
Addressed Club Federation.
. A private letter received by a lady
friend from MrseMiarie Moss ‘Vheat
yesterday. dated Jan. 12. at Ogden.
Utah. stated that she had spent nearly
a week in Salt Lake City. where by
invitation, she had addressed the Fed-
eration of Woman's dubs on the
"Georgraphy and History of the
Philippine Islands.- also the St_
John's Ep %copal Guild on "Bishop
Brent': Work in the Philippines."
While in that city Mrs. Wheat was
the guest of 'Mrs. Thomas Harris an
old neighbor and friend. This week
she and Miss Anderson will go on to
Oakland. Cal.. to meet Capt. Wheat.
She says the winter so far has been
very mild for that section of the coun-
try although there has been plenty of
snow. Their many friends will be
glad to learn they are well and hav-
ing a pleasant tr.p.
•
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Mae Owen of Jefferson street
has the Entre Nous club as her guests
tomorrow afternoon.
Crescendo Cfub,
The Crescendo club gathers this
afternoon at the studio of Miss Vir-
ginia Newell at The Inn on North
Seventh. Tomorrow evening Miss
Newell gives a recital at the studio.
%Yemen's Club.
At 2:36 o'clock this afternoon the
Crescendo club meets at Grace church
parish house This afternoon is the
last opporttmity given anyone to join
and become charter members, so all
'Mending to affiliate shotild be pres-
ent.
The. Kalesophic Club
(Miss Marjorie Scott has the Kale,
sophic club to meet tomorrow mor4
ing with her at the home on Ninth
and Madison.
Wedding Announcement.
Cards have been received announc-
ing that today at Mlemphis
Thomasia Wilson and Mr. J. H.
Brown will be married. The groom/
formerly lived here, and was con-
nected with the I. C., machine shops.
P. D. C. Club.
ss Elizabeth Sebree will entertain
the P. D. C. club either tomorrow or
Saturday.
Marry This Evesing.
'At 7:30 o'clock this evening Miss
Abbie Luett 'Bryan of Louisville and
Mr. John BontLand of this city will
marry at the home of the bride's
uncle, Mr. A. S. Grief of the Benton
road, the ceremony being performed
by Rev. T. B. Rollie of Lone Oak
Rouse-Allen.
One of the eitys ,popular couples
were . married yesterday afternoon at
3 o'clock. Miss 'Annie Rouse of the
Lone Oak section and Mr. Arch'e
Allen of .North.. Fourth street. The
nuptia!s occurred tit the parlors of the
residence of Rev. 'Calvin M. Thomp-
son of the First, Baptist church on
Madison near Eighth street, that
clergyman perforating the ceremony.
Very pretty and attractive is the
bride, who is a dainty young woman
of refinement, and the daughter of
Rev. T. B. Rouse of the county.
Mr. Allen is the well known young
man formerly with the drag store of
his uncle. Dr. James Lang, and who
recently has been connected with the
railroads of this c.ty. He is the son
of Mrs. Mollie Allen of North Fn i
and a popular young fellow.
The newly married pair leave short-
ly for Fort Worth. Texas. to re•itle.
the groom now being connected wit I
one of the railroads out of there.
Farewell Greetings.
Mr. and Mrs John M. Wilton. of
419 South 'Ninth street were the re-
cipients of a delightful surprise party
accorded them last evening by about
twenty members of the Daughters of
the Rebekah. of which order Mrs.
Wilkins is a popular member. Mr
rrtd Mrs. Wilkins leave this evening
for San Diego. Cal., to make their
Wore home, and in this way the
other Rebekah% evidenced their desire
to give them a farewell remembrance.
The evening was happily spent. dainty
refreshments being served. and on ad-
jcjurnment those there wished for the
well known couple as much popnisr-
ity. happiness and success in their
tew home as characterized them
here.
Attractive Event.
Mr. and Mrs. L'. L Bearden of 6a6
North Twelfth street last evening had
a jolly crowd as their guests. com-
plimentary to Seargent C A. Blake.
the popular officer uho has charge of
the Paducah recruiting office for the
Urited State4, and is the most con-
genial and sociable army man ever
stationed here. The evening was hap-
pily passed indulging in many attrac-
tive amusements, and partaking of the
danity refrshments served.
Those there were Mrs. Meadows.
Misses Cannada, Brenton, Randle,
Like, Armstrong. Garvey. and Messrs.
Nteadows. Bourland, Davis. Smith,
White Council, Clements and Porter.
BANK CASHIER, IN JAIL,
SUES FOR $75.000 LOSS
Terre Haute. Ind., Jap.
trustee in bankruptcy for Gus Conz-
man, zashier Vigo Nat onal Bank,
now in Leavenworth prison, today
brought suit against the directors and
receivers of the bank to recoler S75--
000 wor:h of property alleged to have
been taken from him wider duress
and -,ecretly pending exposure and
failure of the bank. The suit follows
one for $3oo.00n against the directors
by the receiver for unwarranted
dividends and bad loans.
The more
with others,
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We have placed on sale for today _323 Suits and
Overcoats that formerly sold at $15.00, $18.00
and $20.00 and will close them out either a.2 •
one by one or in a bunch, for . . • • • ;41
101 Overcoats that toriwly sold for $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
119 Men's Snits that folinerly sold for $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
103 Youths' Snits that formerly sold for $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
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FO RRF,hiT-3-room house at 1123
North Fourth. Apply E. R. Dutt.
6t3 North Fourth.
For up-to-date Cleaning and Ptes•-
ing Garment. go to Solomon the Tail-
or, its South Third St Two 'phone'
STENOGRAPHER having tive
years experience desires position Can
furnish machine. Old 'phone 416 s,tik
FOR RENT—New brick house
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant . flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. _t
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35: attizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematise and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms rea.onable.




"Say, old man, how flu you like me
in my new dress suit?"
"Fine. Now, if you only had
le diFrnity you'd look like a head
waiter."
-v:tr 
Dr. Blythe -removed from "Fratsyt
is nity building to 525- Broadway-. „stext
he to Register building. Office "(thane






REAL E.`7ATE A Gat?
AVIDUCAH EEALES1P ' IIMETEP.N KENTUCKY FARM
EION'THLY PAYMENT LOTS POR INVESTMENT. MEC
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND MACE an
FR= TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
• re rtt. WIRIITYV-MOs sa...4.a.
Advertise in the Register and get r
Another One Of Our Special
$1.50 Books....5
WeAsave tuss received a n ew shipment of the most deal
fictIon st our popular sac price, among these we offer.
„.• THE CHIEF LEGATEE. by Anna Kstherine Green. Th
one of the Fri-rate* books of the ye-.r. TO BE HAD ONLY
1;7,Jc STORE
E. Wilson 'E. Book
At. Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON Tilt MARKETpHoke 254
ribMtrAEiER COAL




Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
• ""*"1 ..Miqummemodomor ... •••••
•
-r-44416 -aarot,h,hr .
•
